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officially recognizes faculty 
union, but urges arbitration. 
SARA BEAN 
DAILY Ec)Til,\),I REl'ORTER 
A policy statement addressing controver-
sial rem:irks made bv Student Trustee Pat 
Keilv at a facultv association informational 
picket Monday p;.,;sed by a narrow margin at 
the Wednesday Graduate nnd Professional 
Student Council meeting. 
KelJy told reporters from .WPSD-TV 
(NBC) that SIUC stud-~nts support the facul-
ty union. He also handed out faculty aswcia-
tion fliers at the informational picket.. · 
GPSC President Ttm Hoemian said Kelly 
breached his duty as a Board of Trustees 
member by going on record in support of the 
faculty union as a representative of student 
interests without consulting GPSC and 
Undcipaduate Student Government. 
Hoerman said though tbe timing of the 
statement is in response to Kelly's remarks, 
GPSC would have addressed its position 
toward the union eventually. 
•This is an issue all swdents are going to 
have to face sooner or later, " Hoerman said. 
The resolution passed 13-10. 
The statement recognizes the faculty asso-
ciation ·s right to strike, but GPSC expressed 
its prefererice for the faculty and the adminis-
tra1ion to seek binding arbitration rather than 
a strike during the spring '98 semester. 
Council members in favor of the resolu-
tion expressed concerns over tbe effects of a 
strike on students. 
Vice President for Graduate School 
Affairs Steve Etcheson said it is essential the 
faculty· association not hurt the students by 
striking this semester. · 
.. Airline pilots, when they go on strike. 
finish the flight." Etcheson said, 
Hoerman said the policy statement will be 
sent to the Board of Trustees, administration 
and faculty association. 
Among other business, GPSC voted to 
approve a number of fee increases, including 
an increase the administration has recom-
mended be postponed. 
The . GPSC approved a temporaiy $6 
increase in the campus recreation fee to pay 
for a proposed lighted outdoor recreation 
complex. 
GPSC and USG voted to approve the pro-
ject nnd the two fee increases accompanying 
the project last year. · 
The fee, now S4, will rise to $8 for fiscal 
year 1999. The proposed increase for fiscal 
· year 2000 would raise the fee to SJ4. 
However, under the r~ommenrlation of 
President Ted Sanders, the boa.-d _ is likely to 
postpone the increase another year_because it 
·would break its self-imposed 3-percent cap 
on fee increases. 
GPSC urged the board to vote to raise the 
fee to complete the project on schedule while 
uying to remain within the 3-percent cap . 
. _However, if they_ wen; _upabJ~ IQ do so.witb 
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RESIGNATION: Ex-Evergreen Terrace Senator Chet L~nsford argues on behalf ~f: his ~ill collin~ for 
Underaraduate Student Government to formalize a stance'on fee increases. USG defeated the bill and five other pieces 
of his iegislalion, in part prompting him to resign. • · 
S~ORT CHANGED: 
Nearly all student groups 
receive les·s than last year. 
....••...... --~- G.~~c;., fA9Ja.7 ........... " L ____ __..:__..: ___ .:..._:...;.;......:_.;....__..;..-:-----_;.._-:-~...:......----:----:--------
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Police Blotter · 
UN!VERSITY 
• Da,id M. Vizenor, 20, of Carbondale was arrested 
ot 3:32 a.m. Thursday at Mae Smill, for possession of 
drug paraphernalia and possession of connobis. 
Vimnor wo. rdeased co his own rocogni::a·.ce. 
• Tunod,y K. Magill, 1., and Casey G. Nesbit, 19, 
bolh of Carbondalewem arres.'ed at 12:10 a.m. 
Th=doy on Doug! '1 Drive ot Sou1h Oakland Avenue 
for possession of drug parophemolia. Magill and 
Nesbit were boll, released on !heir own rocog-
nimnce. 
• limcttiy A Damon, 18, and Jason E. Donnelly, 18, 
both of Carbondale were arrested at l 0:21 p.m. • • 
Wednesday at Boomer Hall for p=ession of drug ~ 
paraphernalia and possession of cannobis. Damon 
and Dor.nelly posted S100 bond ead, and were 
released. 
• Korbel A Lym, 23, of Carbondale was arrested at 
1 :46 a.m. Thur,day al Sou1h Well Street ond Pleasan! 
Hill Road for driving under 11,e inl!uence of ak:0hol. 
Lynn posted S100 and was released. . 
Almanac 
ON THIS DAY IN 199b: 
• Erik and Lyle Menendez pleaded innocent lo 
charges they mmlerod !heir parents for lliir estimat-
ed S14 rnRion es1a1e in Beverly Hills .. 
Clarification 
The Daily Egyptian Thursday stoiy "Delta Chi 
questions reasons for suspension" should have 
stated the associate Delta Chi member involved in 
the fraternity's su~pcnsion did attend a Delta Chi 
function the evening in question. No alcohol was 
present at the function, fraternity leaders say. They 
said he bec:!me intoxicated on his ovm after he lefl 
the function. The member was later found sleep-
ing in a h:illway of a resjdence h:ill. 
1l1e Daily Egyptian regrets the error. 
DAILY EGl'P1UN 
Saluki Calendar 
TODAY • Department of History • SPC·lV r;. meeting, new 
. Soo~m Regional l!linois members welcome, 
. • USG pelilions for candidacy · History Fair, Maren 20. 1 10 2 Mondays; 6 p.m., Sludoot 
· for. 1998 Eloctions ore due p.m., Sil.IC Arena. Conlad Cooter Video Lounge. Conlad 
March 27 ot 4 p.m. Coolacl David a1 549-52.58. Jeromy al 536-3393. 
USG al 536;3381. 
• Wrndsurfing dub free dinic, · • SIUC Pallroom Dance dub 
• Spanish i:ible, Fridays, 4 lo 6 wea!her p:nnilling, March 28, meeting, new niemben we!-
p.m., Cafe Melange. Conlacl 1 p.m., Campus ~ Dode. . come, Mondays, 7 lo 9 p.m., 
Dimilrics ot 453·542.5. Conlact Art al 985·4981 er Davies Gym, S20/ semes2er. 
• French bble, Fridays, 4 to 6 airart@siu.oou. Conttid Bl)'Ol'I at 549-0959. 
p.m., Booby's. Con!oct Aline al • Caribbecn Students t · • Univena!Spirituality 
351 • 1267 or see www.gcoci· Association meeti reln:sh- •• Pagon/New h]e discussion 
lies.com/CopitolHill/4051 / men1s served, Mal 20. 5:30 ~30;7p.m., 
FC.hlml. p.m., Evergreen Terrace'Adivity ·. Coffee Hause bock 
• Sau1nem Illinois Audubon Room. Conlee! <;loude!1e at room. Conlad_Tara al 529· 
Socie!y meeting will, slide sha.v. 457-8839, 
5029 •.. 
about birds by Cali,ie • Nigerien Student ~ 0uldoor Adventure dub 
Hutcheson, March 27, 7:30 Association general meeting, ·. meeting, ·llC'H members wei. 
p.m., Charter Banlc, open to March 28, 6 p.m., Student come, March 30, 7 p.m., 
public. Conlad Dave al 457• Center Illinois Room. Contod Student Center Mississippi 
5570. Charles at 453-7611. Room. Conlacl Chris at 457• 
• Blade Student Ministries . 
6054 or Sarah cl 457-p407. 
UPCOMING Fellowship, Saturdays, 7 lo • Oops! Enlerlainmcni general 
• SIU Roller Hockey Team is 9:30 p.m., Studp;-.: Center meeting, o'kirch 30, 7:30 p.in., 
hosting the Midwest Collegiatc River Roo.,u. Conlod Lamel at Student Cenler Madanaw 
Roller Hockey Lecirf:e 549-5532. . Room. Conlocl Shem al 457-
Tournament, MIJ 28, 9 • Southern lllinob Frie.-x!s 
2324. 
a.m. lo 7 p.m., March 29, 8 (Quaker! meeliJ Sundays, • Campus Wide Career Fair, 
a.m. lo 4 p.m., Hat Trix IO a.m., !ntertai Center. oll mojors invited lo ottend, 
indoor ~rts, 2370 N. Contoct Erik ot 351-9678. March 31, 9 a.m. lo 2 p.m., 
McRoy in Carbondale, 
• New Canaan Cathedral full 
S.'udent Cen'J Ba!lraoms. 
S2/day. Contact Charlie at Conlacl Comer Services ot 453· 
5.49-7353. gospel, non-denominational, 2391. 
evangelical, warship ond chi!• 
• lalcelond PTA Sprins Craft dren's church service, • Sau1nem ~list Student 
Fair, Mardi 28, 9 a.m. to 4 Sundays, 2 p.m., Wesleyan Ministries free u:w:hean for 
p.m., Lakeland School, 925 S. Foundation. Conlocl Larry ot in!tmctional sllxlents, 
Giant City Rd., free. Contod 5.49-0263. Tuesdays, 11 :30 a.m. lo 1 p.m., 
Kelly ot 457-5150. 
• Hale! Foundation Holocaust 
825 W. Mill St. Conlad Judy at 
• Sigma Lambda Gemma name reading, 11 a.m., Free 
457-2898. 
SarorJ'. first annual :l drive Forum Art.-.J {faner b~ • lib.-ary A.lfairs •Java• semi• 
lo fen .l helping hon , March ii raini~tJl- Holocaust candle, nor, March 31, 3104 p.m., 
28, noon to 4 p.m., Schnuch light -.igi , 7 p.m., Museum Morris L,orory Room 15. 
parlcing lot. Conlod Mat at Auditorium, Morch 30. Conlad the Uncle-grad Desk at 
457-7478. Conlod oetsy al 529-7260 •. 453-2818. 
CALENDAR POUCY:The deadline for C..lcn.hr imiu ls,...., publicufoo ib1-. &!ore die nmt. The ilCCl must lnclude 
rime, dnt. pbc,,, odmmioa COJI an.! Jp0nw>r of the n,:nt •nd the mmc and raone of the renon JUbmittin:: the It=. 
hecu JiouU be dtlhttol or nwkd to the My Ei:\'!'lian Ne,moom, Communladom Buil.lm::, Room 1247. All al> 
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Let's Get the Record Straightee .. 
President Sanders' negotiating team 
claims it has been- meeting with 
Faculty Association negotiators "a 
reasonable number of times" and 
making "reasonable progress." Look 
at the record: 
Where There's A Will, There's A Way ... 
The inescapable conclusion is that there's a whole lot of 
stalling going on. Let's look at the explanations provided by 
President Sanders' bargaining team for the lagging 
negotiations: 
''.Meeting for longer hours is not always producti\·e because the 
fatigue factor sets in ... " 
Period: March 26, 1997 to March 16, 1998 *Faculty Association negotiators repeatedly have said they 
Bargaining days: 29 (of 355 days in period) :ire willing to meet any time, any day, to get a contract com-
Length of sessions: 150 hours (about 5 · pleted. Maybe they're fitter, more energetic .... or more commits 
hours each) . . . . . ~ tea fo >. fair and eqiiilable setUement: ~. ~ -- • ~ : ~ •• ; - .••• 
Caucus time: 60 hours (negotiating teams 
meeting alone) 
Face-to-face negotiating: 90 hours (3 hours 
a session) 
BOTTOM LINE: For the past year, 
President Sanders' negotiating 
team has been meeting with Faculty 
Association negotiators only · 
nnce every 12 days for qbnut five hnurs 
and mending o,,ly three hours in face-to-
r ace discussions. 
"We have to go carefully 10 get rhe c~nrract right ... " 
* At a recenf negotiating·session; the teams spent five hcmrs 
on one three-line sentence. If President Sanders' team had. 
been writing the Declarnti_on oflndependence back in 1776, 
we'd still be singing "God _Save the Queen." 
"In reaching they say you need nm hours to prepare for e1·el)' 
hour in the classroom: the saine is true with negotiating.'' . 
*If SIUC faculty taught at this rate, they would.neve~ get 
through a course. So far it has taken a year for iso ho~rs of . 
negotiating. Isn't that the ·preparation and teaching time 'of a 
full 0 semester course? . · j ~- / : '. >•:':: .:: · 
,;; ., 
"We are meeting as often as we can." 
*The "We~ is crucial here. Presidents Sanders' team cannot 
bargain without its high-priced Chicago lawyers. Negotiating 
schedules arc determined by the convenience and availability of 
these attorneys. This week, they were available one day, so 
negotiations took place on only one day, even though Faculty 
Association negotiators requested three sessions. 
· "People who are not at the table don't understand what it's 
like at the table." 
*It is no secret that negotiations :ire far from completion, or 
that President Sanders' team has been dragging their feeL A 
fair, equitable settlement could ~ reached next week, if the . 
\\ill were there. 
The absence of this commitment is apparent after a full 
year of negotiations. It was also visible in the adminis_tration's 
misreading of this week's infonnatiimal picketing. Recruiting_ 
tactics are not a priority of the Faculty Association at this stage; 
the stonewalling arid administrative counter~proposal have 
recruited ·many new· members for. the association. What is still 
missing is the meaningful and collegial dialogue th:u will lead 
. to a settlemenL What are the REAL REASONS for such a 
purposeful delay? The .entire ~niversity community has a right 
to know why such an imponant process is beinr ..dministrated 
in such a fashion. · 
FACULTY 
ASSOCIATION' 
. ' ' . ~:,.... -· ~ . 
This space paid for:,by the SI!JC,:: F~cplty Association, 
. . . . '.'.. IEAJNEA . ·-·-·. . Join Us! . Call 1-800:-431-3730 for 
m·embership mater~als . . Our perspective on .•• JEA~NE;A. See 
0
the.Fa~lt; A~ocliltion homepage on the 
~e~ ~t-~t_tp;'f~~.£:!1!!;!!1,t~:~~or~ 
D.\ILl' EG\'PTJ J 11 , . ..::====~====~.!:F!!Rl~DA~Y'J:!_M~A~RC~H!..£27(..;,~19~9~8~~•_23 
· DEVIN MIUU/n,ily Ei:\l'li.ul 
LE/\N ON ME: Joe Clark, former principal of Eastside High School in 
New Jersey, electrifies a Student Center Auditorium crowd with his speech on 
unity and values Wednesday night. 
. Clatk brings 
message of 
unity to SIUC 
1 BATMAN': Former principal of 
New Jersey school speaks to cro~d of 
more than 300 in Student Center. 
TAMEKA L HICKS 
DAILY EaY!'Th\N RErORTER 
Ray Hawthorne i,ays if there were more principals 
and te.ichers like J.ic: Oark. the Arkan ... as school shoot-
ings may not have happened •. 
"We do need more people like him," said 
Hawthorne, a junior in administration of justice from 
C;;.rbondale. . . . 
"Look at the youth today, the people in Arkansas. 
' They have no guidance." · .. '. 
Hawthorne was referring to a shooting Tuesday at 
Jone~boro's Westside Middle 
School. Two students, 13 and Gus Bode 
I I-years-old, killed four stu-
dents and a teacher. 
Clark. the fonner principal 
of Eru.tside High School in 
New Jersey, suspended 300 
students in one day while 
fighting drug use. violence and 
vandalism in his school. His 
:ipproach to improving the 
school was the b:isis of the 
1989 movie "Lean On Me." 
·During hi~ speech 
Wed:iescfay night in the 
S1udent Center Auditorium. 
Clark said looking in a mirror 
can reflect the happiness and 
self-fulfillment a person has 
accomplished within their life-
time. 
"You must give the world 
the best that you have," Clark 
. said. "And I guarantee the best 
will come back to you. In life. 
you make sure that you live · 
life so well that when it comes 
Gus says: Maybe 
Joe Clark could 
help out in the 
focuhy union 
negotiation:. 
SEE CLARK, PAGE 7 
SIU C Police officer cleared of bribery 
ALLEGATI.ONS: Illinois State 
Police investigation vindicates 
Diggins, though SIUC Police 
are conducting internal review. 
BRIAN EBER$ 
DAILY EaYl'TJAN FsroRTER 
An Illinois State Police investigation has 
cleared SIUC Police officer Charles Diggins 
of a bribery alleg:ition brought against him 
Jan. 30. 
"I wasn't concerned about [the rulegations] 
because the rukgations were fruse and mali-
cious as far as I'm concerned," Diggins said. 
"I know there was no wrong doing on my 
part." . 
After being ticketed Jan. 12, Sachiko Oishi 
waited three weeks and filed a complaint with 
SIUC Police. The complaint ruleged Diggins 
solicited a bribe during a routine traffic stop. 
Both parties were unaccompanied at the time 
of the traffic stop. 
On Jan. 30, · SIUC Police Director S:im 
College of Educarion 
leads SIUC in N.s given· 
J. MtatAEL RODRIGUEZ 
DAILY EaYl'TJAN REroRTER SIUC Grade 
Trends 
No.2of3 
(Editor's Note: 171/s is the sec-
ond part of a· three-part series 
examining grades from the fall 
/997 semester.) College of Education, said two fac-
A rigorous curriculum has tors played a part in its ranking. 
proven beneficial to one college "We have clear objectives. We 
have stand:irds that arc set and we 
an~ d:unaging to :inother, accord• expect our students to meet them," 
ing to a summ:uy of fall semester Quisenbcny said. 
grades. She said the nature of the col-
When this data is released, col- lege also plays a big part in the 
· leges rul over campus begin evruu- number of A's. , 
.iting their results as well .is the "In comparison to a lot of the 
results of those who have been s~c- other _colleges on campus, we're 
~ful :ind th9se who are havmg more of a professional school," 
difficulty. . . , • Quisenbcny said. "By that I mean, 
The College of_ Edue:iuon led our students arc generally juniors 
rul colleges in the number of A's and seniors, they're not the fresh-
doled out to· students. Forty-six men or sophomores across the 
percent of their on-campus grades · 
•were A's.· 
Nancy;Quisenbeny, dean of the ~ . SEE GRADES, PAGE 7 ., . .,~ . 
Jordan received the formal ·complain from 
Oishi. 
Jordan said in a separate interview, that 
breakdowns in communication occasionruly 
happen during traffic stops because of lan-
guage b:irriers, especially in diverse towns 
like Carbondale. . 
Oishi said there was no break down of 
communication at the time of the stop. 
Jackson County State's Attorney Mike 
SEE POLICE, PAGE 13 
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30 17 5 3 
33 15 3 2 
30 25 8 5 
30 11 3 2 
27 19 5 5 
29 19 7 6 
26 21 8 6 
28 15 : 8 5 
:Nation-
JONESBORO~ ARK. 
Strong evidence points 
to boys held in shootings 
Authorities believe they have rut iron-
clad case ag:iinst the two suspects in 
Tuesday's de:idly shooting rampage at 
an Arkansas middle school. 
A State Police official s:iys authorities 
h:ive physical evidence and witnesses to 
back up murder charges against the I I• 
:ind 13-year-old boys who are now in 
custody. Law enforcement has yet to 
decide whether to tiy one or both of 
them as adults. 
Separately, students coping with the 
loss of four classmates and a te:icher in 
the shooting outside Westside Middle 
School met with bereavement counselors 
today. 
MIAMI 
Woman, 23, disappears from 
family's Caribbean cruise _ 
A frantic search is under way for a 
Virginia woman who disappeared \\ hilc 
on a Caribbc:in cruise with her family. 
Twenty-three-year-old Amy Lynn 
Bradley was reported missing Tuesday. 
She was v.ic:itioning on the Royal · 
Caribbean ship Rh:lpsody of the Seas 
:ind vanished after the vessel pulled into 
the port of Curacao. 
She was traveling with her parents 
and brother. FBI agents boarded the ship 
tod:iy in S:iint Maarten. 
The woman :ipparently was last seen 
by her father sleeping on a chair on the 
brucony of her family's suite. 
A search of the ship has yielded no 
clues. 
WASHINGTON. D.C. 
Clinton's friend testifies 
in grand jury investigation 
A longtime friend of President 
Clin!on appeared Thursd:iy before the 
grand jury investigating the presidential 
sexscandal. · 
Marsha Scott, who works as a White 
House personnel aide, testified for a sec-
ond time in. two weeks. Scott is presum-
ably being asked what she knows, if 
anything,.about assertions the president 
had an affair with Monica Lewinsky. 
She may also be questioned about a 
. confrontation she supposedly witnessed 
between Clinton and a high school class-
mate. 
The woman, Dolly Kyle Browning, 
claims to have had rut affair with the 
president · 
World 
CAPE.TOWN. S. AFRICA 
Clinton pledges continhed ;j 
aid to South Africa . 
• President Clinton pledged American.. 
support for post-apartheid South Africa 
today. 
In a historic speech to p:irliarnent i11 
C:ipe Town, the president said the 
countiy has overcome its immoral past · 
to become a moral be:icon for the 
world. 
His speech was interrupted numer-
011s times by appfause. On the fourth 
stop of a six-nation tour of the African 
continent, Clinton is the first U.S. pres-· 
ident to visit South Africa. 
. JERUSALEM 
Envoy hopes to break 
deadlock m Mideast talks 
Mideast envoy Dennis Ross arrived 
in Jcrus:ilcm today to continue his peace _. 
· mission. · : · . 
An American official says Ross will 
hold talks with Palestinian President 
. Yasser Arafat and Israeli Prime Minister 
Benjamin Netanyahu tomorrow. . 
DUL\' EGl'PTHN " . v· . . ... . . . . . . The Daily Eoplian, the !tudent-run newspaper of . • . i 01ues· S!UC, is ccmmiucd ro being a tru.sted source of news, 
Ediwr-;n-chief: Chad Anderson · · • infomuuiro, commentary and public discourse, while 
Voices Edilor: Jason Freund . . . ' ·. . • . helping Teaam_undm_ rand the issw-s, affecting thdr lives. 
Neu-sroom upwenratit>e: ). Michael Rodriguet --===~===:..:.:.::::;::;:,;,;;:::,::... ____ -lR[:lllt~-~1ij!!lW;;~l~•iij~i-~~ir.:,~if~91!'blW#Wift#;]_ ~-m-~-•iT:::D_~ .. r:a~,Fc;l'E@I_ ~--fS~i~~:~_. . . ------------·-------
Our Word 
Bicke~ing will get nothing done 
So much for student leaders being unified This current controversy is eerily similar to a 
against the administration. It is now the student situation last fall, when Carbondale City 
leaders against each other. Or at least that is how Councilman Larry Briggs came under fire for 
it appears after the recent arguments after making comments about one of the jurors in t.¾e 
Student Trustee Pat Kelly said students support Labron Neal murder trial. Briggs also defended 
the faculty union. himself 3aying he was speaking as an individual, 
Kelly's statements to a television station not as an elected official. 
Monday angered Dave Vingren, Undergraduate However, such situations do not exist for· 
Student Government president, and Tim those in office. Anytime an elected official 
Hoerman, Graduate and Professional Student speaks to the media, he or she will be perceived 
Council president, who both said the comments by the public as an official, not a regular pc~on. 
were unwarranted and premature. They were. That is the price for taking a public office, and 
Kelly was out of line in saying students sup- those in such situations must carefully monitor 
port the faculty union for several reasons. First, what they say at all times in order to avoid situ-
ations like this . 
. neither GPSC or USG have officially backed Although Kelly's statements were premature, 
either side in the contract negotiations. There is it is now vital for all sides to move on. Instead of 
a chain that must be followed - students, con- continuing to argue like children in a sandbox, it 
stituencies, constituency leaders and finally, the is important to remember the importanc;e of 
student trustee. cooperation. A confrontation between Kelly and 
Another reason the declaration was incorre-;:t Hoerman Wednesday night almost led to punch-
is that most students do not even know what 1s es being thrown. It is expected that student lead-
going on. Students walking by the "information- ers at a university could exhibit a little more 
al picket" Monday asked, "why are they strik- maturity and self-control. 
ing?" Kelly's assumption on behalf of the stu- If this situation leads to such a breakdown, 
dents was incorrect and premature. student government will be at odds with itself, 
Kellv must remember who he is and what making it weaker when dealing with the admins 
position· he holds. He is an elected member of istration. Everyone makes mistakes. Do not let 
the SIU Board of Trustees. He was elected to this one keep student interests from being 
represent student interests at the board meetings . accomplis~ed 1Jeca1.1;5e of bickering by the leader-
after talking to student interest groups - espe- · ship. · . 
cially USG and GPSC. Kelly defended himself . 
by saying he was speaking as a student, _not an · "Our Word" represents the consensus 
elected official. · of the Daily Egyptian Editorial' Board. 
Wome11'. deserve 
· the. highest honoN' 
On a cold January 11i;;h1 I heard screams. 
Screams that still wake me up at night. As 
my roommate and I ventured into the win-
ter air toward the source of the screams -
an apartment complex next door to the 
house we were living in - we r.in into a 
woman. Her face was gushing bkaod and 
she walked around blindly, trying to look 
through eyes that were swollen by shades ~ .-: • :, 
of black and blue, mingied with tears. She "llmmmmm::a 
screamed hysterically about someone sav- * 
ing her baby. Jonathan 
Trying our best to understand her, we 
made out that the source of her violence Preston 
was in an upstairs apartment, which we 
presumed was hers. Listening closely, you 
could hear the sounds of her child's 
screams, mixed with her own and the rac-
ing of our hearts. The police had been 
called, but they hadn't arrivedyet. Perhaps 
·it was the screaming, or the situation itself, 
but in a fit of rage and fear, I bolted up the 
apartment stairs and kicked in the locked 
·door. I expected to find some drunken, 
burly guy, but instead I rushed in to a 
room full of young women. I stood 
shocked, What was going on? I asked for 
the child, but there was none. 
Harsh 
.Realities 
Jonathnn is a . 
sophomore in English. 
Hanh Realities 
appears on Fridays. 
Jonathan's opinion does 
not necessarily reflect 
that of the 
Dail,- Eg:ypiian. 
.... i#B#Q4& 
It seems that the story is that this group of girls had beaten this 
woman and locked her child in a different apartment because they 
suspected her of sleeping with one of their boyfriends. The police 
finally arrived, the girls were arrested, and my roommate got her 
child to unlock the door, so all was safe. I walked away, though, 
with a sense of confusion about the whole situation. 
I had seen the tht,e people on numeroqs occasions, I had heard 
plenty of fights that took place that involved this fine specimen of 
a man that they were going to such lengths to preserve. Now, this 
guy was your stereotypical abuser in all the media portrayals. So-
it left me to wonder, what have we done to society's women? 
That incident left me 10 wonder why women were beginning to 
lower themselves to the animalistic behavior most commonly 
associated with men. It is because like a manv men, women have 
lost all ideas of self-respect and love. Why shouldn't they 
though? Ever since the those infamous first passages in the Bible, 
it has been taught that women are second-class citizens. No other 
group on this planet has suffered more than the women of this 
world. 
There are two things that must hapren. One i.nvolves women 
themselves. It seems that the women of this world have forgotten 
just \Vho they arc - the most wonderful creation that nature has 
ever produced. 
They are the supreme creators and bearers of life, the first to nur-
ture, the first from which most of us feel love. The struggles and 
hardships that women have had to face forever in this male-domi-
nated society should fill them with a pfide that should be seen in 
their poise and grace, for they are the strongest, most beautiful 
beings to ever exist. Women should realize their beauty and 
importance and break the mental and physical shackles that have 
been placed on them. 
The second thing is simply that men need to respect the women 
of this world, This is a bigger task then it sounds, for we too have 
to break centuries of false presumptions of superiority. Ifyou 
ha.ve a wife or girlfriend, or even if you don't, treat the women 
around you like the goddesses they are. Until recently I was a 
walking contradiction, I spoke one thing yet practiced another, for 
that I feel shameful, out let us all try to break the chains that bind. 
This month is Women·s History Month, but they deserve an 
eternity of recognition. .. 
Hailbox Contract proposal not 
. suitable for library 
Dea! Editor, 
The most recent proposed collective 
bargaining agreemen1 from the 
University's negotiating team has offered 
the faculty association a contract proposal 
that would, among other things. establish 
an I I-month contract for faculty, to begin 
as early as July I, 1999 (Article VIII, 
Wolkload. Section 2, Contract Year). The 
proposal, if adopted. v.ill have far-reach-
ing implications for the University, facul-
ty and Monis Library. As faculty. mem-
bers in Library Affairs, we are interested 
in the impli~tions of this proposal for the 
three entities. 
schedules. teaching preparation. grading the University"s status as a Carnegie II 
of papers. office hours, faculty 'meetings •. institution. Has it already stancd? In July 
service. activities and other responsihili- 1997, a healthy ponion of the Library's 
ties, it is vecy difficult to find quality, equipment and materials budget 
uninterrupted research time during the · ($272,460). was withheld by the 
workweek. Many teaching faculty use, · University :is the library's contribution to 
and look forward to, the two to. three. a University-wide contingency fund. In 
months during the summer when they can, December, half of that money was 
concentrate on their research; This quality released.. However, · the other half 
research time would almost ccnninly ~ ($136,230)·. is being withheld pending 
jeopardized. and the change could e:isily contract negotiations with the faculty 
have a negative impact on the resern:h association. Does this mefill that library 
producthity of a faculty already strug- ~~:~~i~rf~i may be redirected to 11-
~:~~th schedules if such a proposal is.. Meanwhile, if the board elect~ to 
Morris Library is a fine research facil: et?ploy fa~Ity on. I I-month. contracts, 
ity that provides on-site resources to sup- · Library Affairs faculty members, who are 
pon the teaching and research functions of all employed on 12-mont~ contra:ts, may 
the University and its faculty. However; a., s~~d •~ l~sc · J/12 of. !11~tr salanes. Th: 
contract (yes. that's realistic since librari-
ans cam in 12 months what teaching fac-
ulty earn in nine) could easily find his or 
her salary reduced to $41,250. At a time 
when library faculty positions are being 
cut (from 43 in fy 89'to 32 current), new 
programs are being introduced' and the 
workload is increasing because of fewer 
faculty, a salary reduction would be dev-
astating to the recipients. 
The potential consequences of this 
· proposal make one question whether the 
University's bargaining team ·and the 
administration behind it have lost their 
perspective. It appears the Unh·ersity's 
two most valuable resources, its faculty 
and its library, stand to be major losers if 
the University's bargaining team has its 
way. 
Library Affairs faculty all hold 12-
month· appointments; therefore, we ·can 
speak from experiepce concerning the 
impact of an extended work year and lim-
ited time (onc-tli.rd of the faculty assign• 
ment, maximum) forresearch..\Vith class 
, reduced emphasis on research could cask Umvers,ty s proposal ~tes an CJ1ample 01 
ly jeopardize suppon of the library .....,. a: facuhy member ~nung $45,000 fo: a 
Why maintain a research library at a mne-montli: teaching contract earning 
'teaching institution?' Such an approach $55,000 if the contract were extended to 
· could impact negatively on Morris II months. 
Library's status as anARL (Association of However, a Library Affairs faculty 
ResearchLibraries)member,;is_wellason .: meryi!>cr ~ing $45,000 o~ a_l2-month 
Thomas Kilpatrick, 
professor, Library Affair., 
Loretta Koch,· 
as..<oc_iate professor, Library Affairs . 
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SPC. brin i· ;g Z.i gy 
Mad y -fQir fre show 
APRIL 25TH: GPSC . and Professional ~tu,dent Council to . ~hove that could provide a safety net 
· approve a resoluuon to grant SPC .for any unexpected expenses," 
giants SPC $1,500 to bring Sl.500 for the April 25 event. • Bolden said .. 
k S C 
· SPC . Concert~· Director Jason·· .. SPC wants to provide- students 
Melody Ma ers to IU • Bolden, who spoke to the members with the best show possible. Bolden 
SARA BEAN• 
DAILY Ec;YMl/1.N REroRTEt 
Marley and the Melody Makers 
will ilescend upon SIUC in late 
April for a free concert sponsored 
bySPC. . 
The Melody 11.tkers, children of 
late reggae great Bob Marley, 
accepted a bid· by the Student 
Programming Council late 
Werlnesday. 
This announcement came shortly 
be~orc a decision by the Grad~ate 
cif GPSC and requested lheir help in said. And if funding is available, 
f~nding the event, was.elated at the SPC will provide o_ther events :hat 
donation and appreciated the sup- day. · 
Port of GPSC. SPC_ member Andrew Daly said · 
'· t\fter a short deliberation, GPSC they are looking at ideas for addi-
approverl the funding. ' · tional attractions at ·the event. · 
This donation places SPC less "As more money comes in. we 
than S300 short of the projected cost · will examine our options," Daly 
of bring Ziggy l\1arley and 'the said: "We want this to have more of 
Melody Makers to· SIUC. Bolden. a. festival type atmosphere. rather 
said they would like to get an addi- than jtist a concert." · · 
tional S2,500 to cover security and · Several Registered Student 
any other unforeseen costs. Organizations and city organiza-
"We are just under our estimaterl tions already . have donated. SPC 
go~I, however any additional money still seeks additional funding. DADY EG"(l'IlA.'4 llU moro 
Senate conimittee approves SIUC budget ·increase 
REQUEST: SIUC budget 
includes $18 million for 
repairs, 3 percent faculty 
salary increase. 
HAROLD G. DmVNs 
DAILY EGWTIAN REJ'ORTER 
The budget recommendations 
for fiscal year 1999 inched a step 
closer to confirmation Tuesday as 
SIU President Ted Sanders 
addressed the · Senate 
'Appropriations Committee in 
Springfield. 
Sanders, along with university 
presidents from across the state, 
outlined the budget .--equests 
approved by Gov. Jim Edgar in 
February for the year ooginning 
July l. In his state budget address 
last month. Edgar commended 
what he called "sweeping 
improvements" by Illinois colleges 
and cited that as reason for his 
approval. · 
. Included in SIU's Sl2 million 
budget increase is a 3-percent 
incrc:ise in faculty salaries and 
$550,000 for faculty and staff 
retention. SIU also saw $18 mil-
liC'n added to the capital budget for 
repairs and improvements. A por-
tion of that money will be used to 
make improvements to Anth-.ny 
Hall's piping system. The increase· 
brings the new budget to S292.9 
million. 
The budget requests are made 
by the lllinois Board of Higher 
Education after it reviews the indi-
vidual requests by. the schools. 
IBHE then makes its own recom-
mendations and changes the bud-
get to meet its own specifications 
to send to the governor for_ 
approval. 
Sanders could not be reached 
for comment. - · 
Sen. Dave Luechtefeld, R-
Okawville, who attended the meet-
ing, said the increase in salaries 
will help the University. 
"One of the things he (Sanders) 
brought up was the fact that facul-
ty are behind other universities in 
pay," Luechtefeld s::id. "With this 
money, it changes _that a liule bit." 
Despite fears the committee 
would riot approve the budget, 
Luechtefeld said the committee 
was favorable to Sanders' requests. 
"It didn't appear there would be 
much resistance for what they 
have in the budget," Luechtefeld· 
said. 
Although the budget was not 
exactly what Sanders . askerl for, 
the request can be userl as a foun-
dation to build upon, Luechtefeld 
said. 
"This vei:y likely will not bring 
them up to where they would like 
to be, but hopefully it can be userl 
as a start," Luechtefeld said. 
Next the requests must pass the 
House and Senat.e on their way to 
Edgar's desk for his signature. 
Senate passes bill making us~ of ·aHB aggravated battery 
SEXUAL ASSAULT: NIU 
incident spurs·passing 
of Senate Bill 1224 
to combat GHB use. 
KIRK MOTTRAM 
DAILY Em'rTIAN REl'ORTER 
Users of date-rape drugs could 
face stiffer penalties if the House 
approves a bill already passed in the 
Senate that makes drugging a per-
son without his or her consent 
aggravated batteiy and subsequent 
rape an aggravated criminal sexual 
assault. 
Senate Bill · 1224, sponsored in 
the Senate by Sen. Dave 
Luechtefeld, R-Okaw,ill,., and Sen. 
Kirk Dillard, R-Hinsdale, comes oil 
the heels of a wid,;:ly publicized 
incident at Northern Illinois 
University where three students 
were indicterl in December for the 
possession, sale and trafficking of 
the date-rape drug GHB, or gamma 
hydroxy butyrate. 
Following the indictment, 
Attorney General Jim Ryan spear-
headed a statewide effort to combat 
the use of date-rape drugs,· calling Prompted by citizen response · date-rape drugs, the legislation also 
for an CIJ_lergency summit in and pressure from the Attorney aims to make potential· victims 
Springfield Jan. 26. The meeting General's Office, L~=htefeld and aware of these drugs and the rnachi-
was aimerl at gauging the extent of Dillard drafted Sli 12.'.4 to tackle nations behind them. The more 
the problem while brainstorming the crimina; side of the problem, information the public has at its dis~ 
potential solutions. The bill would make the drugging posal, the quicker the response, 
Ryan spokesm:,n Charles· Jolie of a person aggravated batteiy, pun- Dillard said. 
said the summit served as an impor- i~hable by up to fi\•e years impris- To combat the increasing num-
tant vehicle for 1,>athering informa- onment. and the use of the drug in ber of newly manufactured drugs 
lion from law enforcement officials, rape a criminal sexual assault. pun- not yet outlawed by. the state, the 
policy experts, school administra- ishable by t'i to 30 years. bill would punish the use of any 
tors and concerned citizens. Hailerl "It's a make-sense bill," Jolie drug in sexual assault. Dillard said 
as a. success, the summit spurrerl said in response to the bill's upgrad- this is an important line in the bill, 
lawmakers to consider the date- ing of penalties. . 
rape-drug phenomena and craft leg- . In addition to stepping up pun-
islation to deal with iL ishment for those who administer SEE GHB, PAGE 13 
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Puttirig Marines through a crucible 
Los ANGELtS TIMES 
Christopher Blackman, 19, of Walla Walla, 
Wa.~h.. is cold, hungTy, covered with mud, 
soaked by sweat and chilly rain, and e;i.haust-
ed both mentally and physically. He has never 
been happier: . . · 
He has just endured a S.:. .,:.Jur gut-busting 
ordeal called "the Crucible.· :~ cappcr lo 12 
anli..ous weeks of Marine C:orps' boot camp-
a regimen that a national commission has sug-
gest1.-d the other military• branches, which 
have softened their own training, would do 
well to emulace. 
Blackman's reward for his perscveraoce is 
the right to be called a Marine and to possess 
a miniature of the eagle, globe and anchor that 
constitute the Marine Corps emblem. 
'This mean.~ cvel)thing to me," a tearful 
Blackman said as he held the small piece of 
metal as if it were a priceless gold nugget. "I 
earned this." 
To Blackman · and other recruit~ in 
Company A, it is a matter of immense pride 
that basic training in the Marine Corps is 
tougher than that of the Anny, Navy or Air 
Force. · 
"Everyone wonders at some point during 
the 12 weeks why they didn't go into·another 
service where training is easier," said recruit 
Joel Francis, 18, of Los Angeles. "But you 
keep pushing and pushing, an .. :n the end, it's 
all worth it, believe me." 
For two centuries, the Marine Corps has 
prided itself on being different than other 
bra.,chcs of the U.S. military - a difference 
that begins in boot camp. 
The Marine Corps is the smallest service, 
the most tightly knit, the mC>St combat ready, 
"the first to fight," and the most dependent on 
its enlisted ranks. 
Never has the difference between the 
Marine Corps and other military branches 
been more apparent th::.n in recent years as 
,\merica enters the uncertainties of the post-
Cold War era. Other military branches have 
reduced rigors of basic training, _scaled back 
the physical and mental demands, and mo,·cd 
to include women in previously all-male train-
ing units - all in Lie name of accommodating 
trends in the civilian society. Dt!fiantly,' thi: 
Marine Corps has opposed those trends. 
"By being out of step with civilian values, 
the Marine Corps has remained in step with 
military values." said Charles Moskos, mili-
tary socioiogist at Northwestern University. 
The Anny, Navy and Air Force have 
sought to attract enlisted rccr.iits with promis-
es of college money, technical training. travel 
and tuition loans. Not the Marine Corps. 
.i~f/?f 
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Although Marine enlistees can enjoy all 
those benefits, the Corps does not emphasize 
that in its recruiting.'.Toe Marine Corps does-
n't' offer enticements.We offer challenges," 
said Col. Timothy Conw:.y, commanding offi-
cer or the recruit training regiment at San 
Diego .. 
The hard-knuckle approach seems to be 
working. The Marine Corps continues to meet 
its monthly recruiting !Cals while the other 
services are struggling. 
Recruiters are forthright with would-be 
recruits about the rigors that await them with 
the Crucible. If anything, adJing the Crucible 
seems to i.,ve improved the appeal of the 
Marines. 
Each year, the Marine Corps trains 20,00) 
recruits at the recruit depot in San Diego and 
22,00) at Parris Island, S.C. The Parris Island 
numhcr is higher because it includes trainir.g 
companies of women (who undergo the same 
training as men, including the CruciHe): San 
Diego is strictly male. 
Recruits frequently say that the toughest 
part of enE\ting was bn..."'lking the news to 
their parents - particularly their mothers. 
T:> counteract any lingering parental disap-
proval. the Marine Corps takes pains to invite 
paren:S and family members to grnduation 
and to two days of preliminary ceremonies on 
base. It is not unusual for a graduation or 400 
recruits 10 attract more than 1,00) family 
JAM 
J8Wi$1i AwareneH Month 
Pttaros BT ANAaE1o RmlNC/Los Ani,"ks Tunes. 
members - all ·at their own expense; many othl:r, more colorful names. Once at Camp 
· from long distances. Pendleton, the drill instructors call them pri-
When Gen. Cllarles Krolak, a charismatic. vates and offer a modicum of respect. The 
twice-wounded combat veteran of the shift provides motivalion to keep striving 
Vietnam War, became commandant in 1995, when backs and legs begin to :iche and spir-
. Marine Corps basic training was already the its droop. 
longest, most intense and physically demand- The Crucible course at Camp Pendleton is 
ing of any branch of the U.S. milill!ly. laid out on 3,100 acres of hills and deep gul-
Still, Krolak. wanted something more: a , lies in the sprawling base. The ordeal begins 
defining moment for boot camp. a final test of at 2 a.m. Thursday when recruits are ordered 
physical stamina and a final chance to bond , , 
the recruits to the Marine Co""' to one anoth- to gather a full pack, rncluding their M-16 
•p rifles, and fall ouL 
er and to what the Corps calls its core values In 2 l/2 days, the recruits will man:t> 40 
of honor, courage and commitment miles, · eat only .. prefabricated stuff called 
From Krul..k's desire came the Crucible, 
which debuted in late 1996 at Parris Island Meals Ready to Eat. and be allowed but four 
and Camp Pendleton and added a week to the hours of sleep a night in cramped. two-man · 
training schedule. "lbe Crucible i~ a final gut~ tents. 
check. a challenge, 10 sec how badly they Company A had the misfortune to undergo 
want to become Marines," Krolak said. the . Crucible during an El 1''.ino-generated 
The Crucible is not a triathlon or fraternity stonn of cold, driving rain. Rivers of mud 
initiation, although it has clements of both. It swept beneath the tents. 
is not j11~t an extreme sport in camoullage The Crucible course has 32 stations: obsu.-
garb, hut rather something most subtle and,, . cle courses, problem-solving areas, pugil-
the Marines believe, more las:ing. , stick arenas and "warrior stations" where the · 
The first feven weeks of boot camp is at recruits hear about Marine heroes of the pasL 
the San Diego Rec:-uit Depot . Only after the The problem-solving areas test · the 
recruits shift to Camp Pendleton for weapons recruits' ability lo dc\'ise ways to ford streams 
:ind field training do the drill instructors case or overcome barriers or navigate a {simulated) 
off their role as authoritarians. minefield without injury and without losing 
In the beginning of boot camp, drill any equipmenL Teamwork is essential - drill 
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continued from p:ige 3 
that those stu~nts make sure they retention battle and it is a hanljob to 
know what they want to do. make. sure the toughness does_ not 
"We don't want to be put into a . chase people out of the college.:: . 
position of either counseling out - "It's a very careful· balancing 
board." turning away students who come act," he said. "You want students to '.'clus·'?711V;ff";'•'i•;•p::4i"P::;~'"'a'~·.:~:t·'c};l'C\, D:,cx:s:~'f! . 
here planning to be teachers and'. succci:rl: ·· · '· · · · · . ·. ,:: · 
Quisenberry saidby thetimeStU· thenfindingovtthattheyhavewast0 ·, "Our faculty would like to see:: .iu··o····,~v-'Te"r~s·•.··,hl·';,,,.r1 . 29' 29 19 6. . s··-
dents get to the College of :· . .. . . - . , ~ I, <: • i 
&lucation. they have ruready com- oo some time ttying to find out_ if higher admission standards, but 1----h-.----. -----, ----------------• 
pleted their core courses and are the~:e:t::;s~~:!ges. unde- .;i•~o~n,~r.:o~t~fe~~o:~~ ·f;r~S. rnen ___ :,_,;·_}..:..j_2_1 __ 2_5 ___ 1_9 ___ 9 ___ 1_0--1 
starting on their major. The College - cided students to talk to a college's - qualify generally for the s·o~homoi-e}] 25 28 21 8 9 
thaof &lucua~~n h~ only two ~urscs] advi~rs before they cl1uose a 1n.,jor. University's admission require- i----=r.:'--------------------------1 t are mversity core cumcu um. The College. of Mass ments. 111ere is balance to achieve · · · · • • · • ··,· · ·· · ·• 
Quisenlx-!,-ysaid the"village"of Communication and Media Arts and we don't want to go too far Jui119(!':fc · :;:ii 29 30 20 6 4 
rm:i~/:t1t :i~yc;~~i~:!~= ~~stnpe·~: the fewest A's and B's- ~~~~';;ay. You have to be sensitive . ~:-,5-.e-.• ... -; -lo..;.;.·•-r~-::--<:_::_:~-:t~-,:-'-i-3_6 __ 3_0_: --1---7-. --5-'---3--1 
"It tnkcs a whole village, in a 
way we apply that whole village JoeFoote,deanoftheCollegeof MCMAalsorecorded 14percent 
concept by department to looking at ~ <;~i:;:nun~cr.~:S an~tiedi} g:~le;doTscle:~~~~ ~l;~~E 
and watching how our students are t gh' saigrad. e sc oo a ory o The School of Journa11·sm was 
The percentage of students that withdrew, received an 
incomplete, or a Wf are not reflected on this graph. 
prospering," she said. . ,ou mg. 
Norma Ewing, associate dean for •. 'There's been a lct1g tradition the toughest school within MCMA. 
the College of &lucarion, said the liere of rigorous grading in the three Thirty percent of the grades given 
grade results reflect their instruc- departmen:s in the college," Foote wereA'sandB's, 12percentD'sand 
tor's dedication and helps their said. "And I think that is the most Fs, :md 39 percent received incom-
Source: lnslitulionol Research and Studies 
By Bobbi Shamhart, Daily Egyptian 
retention rate. responsible f~- it all. ·nie faculty plete grades. 
"lcertainlythinkthatthe way the understand that you have to1have "If we're giving a lot of D's and 
professors go about doing business standards. That's been handed down Fs, it shows failure of us as weU as 
in the COE certain!.>' is an enhance- from faculty to faculty." the students," Foote s-.;id; "Any 
ment to the efforts to retention," He said most people do not see. department that fails the majority of 
Ewing said. ''Once students have MCMA's majon; as difficult., · : .. . . its people is the faculty nnd admin-
met that certain GPA they have "Ccrt.iinly tlie public perception istration's fault, not' just the stil-
. already proven themselves in a is not that it would be the most rig- dents." 
sense. So what we have to do is to orous," Foote said. "Yet, these are John Jackson, provost and vice 
continue to nurture the growth and • not majors you go to to inflate your chancellor for Academic Affairs, 
development of a student." ·· - grade point aven:ge. said that with studies like this an 
Quisenberry said this study "We're not trying to '!ave the average is formulated and that 
should show undecided studeniS the highest standards 011 campus, it just opens the door for many criticisms. 
difficulty of the College of happens that way." "Everybody wants . to wonder 
Education curriculum and hopes Foote said MCMA leads the about why you're off the average," 
GPSC 
continued from p.,ge I 
the cap, GPSC recommended they 
invoke an exception to the cap for 
capital projects despite recommen-
dations from the administration. 
GPSC member Mic;hael Speck 
said rhis is someth1ng't1ie· council 
wanted, and in light'oitll'!·contro-
versy over the athletic fecfocrease, 
they should set a "precedent to 
show that the students will pay for 
something they want. 
'The administration shoved 
this athletic fee down our throats, 
but this is something we want and 
CLARK 
continued from page 3 
time for you to die. even the 
undertaker will be unhappy. 
Before the speech, a crowd of 
more than 315 people hannonizcd 
the Bill Withers song, .. Lean On 
Me," as they awaited the entrance 
are ~illing to pay for," Speck said. 
The Campus Recreation Fee 
would decrease to $4 again in fis-
cal year 2001. 
The GPSC also approved reso-
lutions supporting a $2 mass tran-
sit fee increase, a S7 primary care 
health fee and a S2 Student Center 
fee. 
Wednt:sday marked first round 
of nominations for GPSC officers. 
Council members nominated 
Michael Speck and Amy Sileven 
for presi~ent; &I Ford. for vice 
president of Graduate _School 
Affairs; and no nominations for 
vice president of Administrative 
Affairs. 
of the man many know as 
"Batman." 
Throughout the speech., Clark 
encouraged self-love and togeth-
erness. He said having a positive 
and optimistic outlook on life will 
secure a healthy lifestyle. 
"I'm convinced that when the 
Lord of life comei., he's not going 
to a.~k what college you graduated 
from. He's going 10 ask, 'Did you 
RSO. FUNDING 
rontil1ued from page I · 
to increase \VIDB's allocation to 
$13,000 from S9,000. 
The measures were defeated by 
the senate, and the original runounts 
were approved. 
Other agenda items, including six 
fee increases and a resolution calling 
on USG to fonnulate a general opin-
ion on fee increases.al! authored by 
Evergreen Terrace Senator Chet 
Lunsford, were picked apart' nnd by 
and large defeated by the senate. 
Spencer moved 10 put the fee 
propqsals together as an omnibus 
feed the hungry? Did you give 
water 10 the thirsty?' It's time for 
u•., as Americans. to come togeth-
er as one." 
Uniting as one also means 
instilling values in today's chil-
dren .. Clark said children are 
sometimes overlooked by parents 
who ar:: preoccupied with making 
a living instead of living their 
lives. He also said today's youth 
he. said, 'There's. nothing magical 
about the average but it's still some-
thing that we sort of look at and 
worty about. I think our faculty 
dc::.'t have to be completely giving 
away grades. l thin~ we ought 10 
have standards." 
Jackson said undedded stu-
dents should look at the big picture 
when it comes to deciding on a 
major. 
"The undecided student needs 
to do what I've encouraged stu-
dents to do for years and that is 
think about what you want to do 
for the rest of your life and think 
about career and what you enjoy 
pack:lge, but Lunsford rejected. The 
senate approved a $2 increase in the 
Student Center fee and· then 
removed !he rcl1)3ining bills from 
the agenda. 
The· only surviving bill, a pro-
posed increase in the flScal year 
1999 campus reci-eation ·fee, had 
been tabled earlier in the meeting, 
but the senate pulled it from the table 
in order to remove it from the agen-
da entirely. · · 
Lunsford, in a swprise move, 
stooi up and ~cl, "I hereby resign.'' 
He then calmly left ~ room. which 
instantly had become silent upon the 
announcement. 
A few senaton; began to applaud, 
are capable of doing anything they 
set their minds to. 
"I want to make this clear," lie 
$aid. "If they can learn Big Daddy 
Kane or Snoopy Dooby Snoop, 
then they can learn algebra ... 
trigonometry .•. geometry." 
Hawthorne said it was satisfy-
ing to see Clark as he had seen 
him on the news several times. He 
said school systems would 
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and what you might want to com-
mit for years to," Jackson said. 
Foote said a key to solving the 
high failure rate is giv!ng attention 
to those who need it. 
"We need to -make sure on the 
other end that we're giving heir.!" 
students and that we're not just 
handing out D's and Fs just get-
ting rid of people but we're help-
ing students who are in academic 
difficulty." 
(The final pan of this series 
will appear in the Daily Egyptian 
Monday and explore grade point 
ai'erages in the special emphasis 
floors in Unil•ersity Housing.) 
but quickly were reprimanded by 
USG Vice President Megan Moore, 
who pounded her gavel and curtly 
said, 'There will be none of that." 
In the comments portion at the 
end of the USG meeting a few min-
utes after Lunsford's abrupt exit, 
Spencer was the first to the podium. 
·11iat was so much fun," he said. 
"I can't tell you how much fun it was 
to table :ill of those bills." 
Brian · Atchison. a College of 
Agriculture senator, spoke more 
kindly of Lunsford. 
"He was kind of what a senator 
should be," Atchison said. "I think 
he'i. good, and maybe he'll be back 
next year." 
improve if there were more teach-
ers and principals like Clark. 
.. I like his ideas and. philoso-
phies dealing with students and 
education - his caring in a strict 
manner, promoting self-improve-
ment," Hawthorne said. "He 
makes students feel they have a 
place in this world." 
Erica Williams, a junior in psy-
chology from Chicago Heights,. 
said Clark is an inspiring man for 
both young and old people. 
Clark's speech informed Williams 
that he is someone wl·.o really 
cares. 
"He was just letting_vou know 
that no matter what you do, you 
should never give up;" Williams 
said. "Even though you may not 
be a famous, big. star, you're still 
somebody. 
"T think the · education system 
will be a lot better with more peo-
ple like him _because theJ! there's 
actually people who care instead 
of those who are just there for a 
paycheck." 
By the end of his speech, Clark 
brought out the famous baseball 
bat. He said.people have constant-
ly asked him how many times he 
used the bat on students. 
He has nr.~·er used the bat. The 
· bat was just a prop to cate_r to 
media hype. But the bat has sig-
nificance, he said; ... 
, "f d say, 'They used to call me 
'CrazyJoe,'.but now they call me 
'B_atman,' "he srud: "That was my 
way of getting-attention.from the 
media. , . 
'The baseba11 . bat simply 
means. it's your, turn up to bat. 
Now what are you going to do 
with it?". 
{Above) lorry Robi~son belts out a lune from-his 
lrombo:ie at the brass secfion pradice in Altgeld 
Holl Tuesday. (Below) Andy Hannon, a junior in 
music education from Goreville, bows his bass 
dur.ng a string sedion practice of the SIUC 




The SIUC SYJnplwny Orchestra plays its final concert of the year Tuesday night 
Patience, an open mind and 
training of the ear may be too 
much work for students - who 
primarily look to more elc.:trically-
fueled music that fits their genera-
tion - to truly appteciate orchcs• 
tral music. 
But SJUC Symphony Orchestra 
fr•tist Leslie Curtis said the work 
put into enjoying a S}mphonic per-
fonnan_ce complements one's musi-
cal repertoire as well 35 their devel-
oping pcrsom1lity. 
"It's important to be a well-
rounded persoii. and I think it's 
very important for young people -
especially at the University- to 
expose themselves to the sympfiO: 
ny if they haven't been to one," she 
said. "It's like, reading good fiction 
or good poell)'. It's a growth 
thing." 
Those interested in expanding 
their culture through a dos~ of 
orchestral music can check out the 
SIUC Symphony Orchestra at 8 
p.rn. Tuesday in Shryock 
Auditorium. The amccr. marks the 
syrnph:my·s Ja•,t major peifor-
mance of the school ye..;. 
The 60-mernber orchesira-
which is composed primarily oi 
SIUC students bu: also includes 
faculty and community' members. 
- is set in the dirP.ction that any 
professional orchestra tries to take. . 
The.audience will not be treated to 
a small representation of the real 
thing but to a legitimate orchestral 
JlCrf.~~~-has #n" intit:: 
Louis Symphony, there's nothing 
new about what we're doing," 
director Edward Benyas said. 
"We're playing a i:imilar repertoire, 
but we just bring it right here to 
Carbondale so )OU don't have to 
drive two hours going to St 
LotJis." 
The performance feature:. a 
variety of music from the 18th cen• 
tury to the 20th century by com-
posers from Johann Sebastian 
Bach to Igor Stravinsk-y. 
The first half is made up~; 
entirely of 19th century . : . . 
compositions that include }'i'-f• 
three on:he•tral excerpts >':. 
by the Fn:nch m:ister L -,"' 
orchestrator Hector ./: · 
Berlioz. One of these 
CXCC!JJIS, "The 
Dance of the Sprites," 
proved to be rather challenging 
for Curtis because the piece 
demands fluid technique from 
members of the woodwinds sec-
tion. 
"It'll killyou. Ifs the fastest 
thing I've ever !'Jlayed.''. said 
· Curtis, a member· of the corn• 
rnunity who has been playing 
the flute since fourth grade. . 
"My brain doesn't go that fast. 
let alone my finzeis." 
Along with rapid rhythms 
and pi~ composed by lcg-
endaiy composers, the audi-
ence will get to see the School 
of Music Solo Competition 
winner Kiri! l..askarov. A ~ 'Je 
ofBulgaria and a graduate 
STORY BY JASON ADRIAN 
PHOTOS BY JUSTIN JONES 
• 
assistant in the School of Music, 
l..askarov perf om1ed the world pre-
• miere of the Violin Concerto by 
Gerassimos Pilarlnos at the Sofia 
them to make play them louder or 
if he wants the brass to play softer, 
he'll put his hand out like 'whoa!'" 
''-c --•;~ Contemporary ~!usic Festival in 
· ~" Athens, Greece, m 1993. . 
The orchestra is an important 
cultural institution because it 
accommodates the area with a 
laJ};e supplement of enlightenment •t;t, "People will really enjoy com• 
'J.c?\_ ing to hear him," Curtis said. 
'\ "If they only come for one 
thing, they should come to 
hear that'.' · 
S01nething else Curtis 
thought to be an interesting 
attraction of the orchestra is 
the expressive way Benyns. 
·conducts. Throug;, meaning• 
ful yet seemingly trivial hand 
movements, the conductor con-
trols the pace and volume of the 
performance.,- even if he may 
appear 10 be swatting al flies 
\\ilh an oversized tooth• 
pick. 
"A lot of people think 
'Oh, the conductor just 
, stands there waving his 
-~ arms. What the hell is 
t · he contributing?'" 
Curtis snid. "But we 
all have to watch 
him. He tells us 
how fast we're 
going, obviously, 
ar.d keeps us all 
together. 
"B!Jt even more 
· than that nre his 
expressive IJlOVC· 
· much different tlian a trip to the 
Strip. 
· Curtis sees a dire yet steady 
trend in the attraction of rock 'n • 
roll.jazz. counll)' or other highly 
electric acts playing in town 
because of the way that music fits 
the generations of the typical club 
hoppers. 
"It's very important for the 
l!niversity to have culture available 
like theater and the orchestra," 
Curtis said. "I jUS1. wish more stu-
dents came. Unfortunately there arc 
bigger draws on the Strip." 
ment~ where he'll . , 
aciually briiJJi the··: .. · , ... · · 
•strin~ OUI b: ix:~~if:~g ~nr -~ • 
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On or off stage, vbcalist plays to crowds 
INSIGHT: After 1? years. 
of playing venues, artist 
still rebels against identifying 
with any one particular style. 
LANDON WILLIAMS 
DAILY EGrmAN REroRTIR 
He has a soft humble voice with a nasal 
laugh that makes him sound a little like · 
Sammy Davis Jr. - the real one, not like the 
wannabe imitators. ... 
But local vocalist Jim Skinner sings with 
deep power and control. . 
Skinner, a blind blues singer, redefines 
the definition of "amateur musician" and 
rebukes the s1ereotypcs placed on the blind. 
A black medium-sized dog sat outside 
the door to Skinner's small one-bedroom 
apartment, located on a small road just out-
side of Carbondale. 
"No, the dog is not. mine. It's a stray," 
Skinner explained. "Don't Jct him inside." 
He was not strikingly hospitable in_previ-
ous encounters - the most memorable a 
visit to the local public radio station WDBX 
where I overheard him expressing his feel-
ings on the treatment of the blind. 
Skinner grew up on Chicago's south side 
and attcnoed SIUC, where he majored in 
radio and television. 
Douc I.ARsoN/l)ji)y q;yptian 
SOULFUL: Vocalist Jim Skinner stands outside WDJ.lX, where he hosts a WE!ekly radio show on Thursdays. 
i31@j§i~la;f4 He is a no-nonsense man who has been 
blind since the age of 
12 and has sang the 
blues for 15 vears. 
"Besides, I think my voice is versatile greaL · One lady could not hold back. She seized 
enough to do a lot of different things." He had con:plete control over highs and the stage and sang along with Skinner. 
•Jim Skinner 
can be heard 
Thursdays from 
2 to 4 p.m. on 




Skinner's bold statement is not a display lows, .exercised a developed skill of timing "Doesn't she sound horribleT' Skinner 
"Although I sing a 
Jot of blues, I· don't 
want to be typecast as a 
blues. singer," he said. 
"ldon!t want anyone 
telling me what I can 
and cannot do; 
of arrogance - it's a declaration of truth. and blended in soulful ad-libs with his joked. "I really had fun that nighL The fans 
This allegation was proven when he popped unique tenor voice. From that point on, the love the music. The fans are a big part of 
in a tape of one of his recorded perfor- conversation flowed as freely as the music why I love to sing." 
mances and a wonderful sound emerged from the radio and as smoothly as his rendi- If it wasn't for, Skinner's friend Don 
from the black bookshelf stereo. tion "My Girl" by The Four Tops. Moats'.coaxing, Skinner probably would not 
He sang classic tunes such as "Under The He sang "My Girl'' with so much soul have never made a move to the music scene 
Boardwalk," James Brown's "I Feei Good" that made the song very easy to enjoy. The 
and "It's Cheaper To Keep Her" to the music audience enjoyed· it, too, judging by the 
of a talented backing band. The songs sound background noise on the cassette. SEE SKINNER, PAGE 13 
f{Y,t)~~ R~t,c P~ 
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A Thriller Movie 
t ~cream 2 '. (R) 
i iomorrow Never 
Dies 
Pierce Brosnon (l'G-13) 
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Ground Zero Oddly-named. rock band thrives liVe 
CARBONDALE 
SIUC Concert Choir 
to perform at Shryock 
Returning from its annual 
c!'to'/f. ~~d~t~e5Jf~Jinn~rJohn 
V. Mochnick, will showcase its 
unusual choral works at Shryock 
Au~~~S~~~t: ~;!~~~ will 
present its program in four sec• 
tions: historic churrh music by 
European composers, 20th century 
sacred music, contemporary part· 
songs and multicultural music 
from Russia. Korea. Kenya. 
Austrnlia and Canada. 
Admission is S2 for students 
and seniors and SJ for adults. 
wil~~tfi5 Jtl:~~tirti~~ance 
schF~~~tc~ation, call 536-8742. 
Duo to perform folk 
songs as Cousin Andy's 
Al and Emily Cantrell side-step 
any limitations of the duo fonnat 
with their airy yet magically elab-
orate folk numbers when they take 
the stage around 7:30 p.m. tonight 
at Cousin Andy's Coffee House, 
402W.MillSL 
Al spends his stage time 
switching between fiddle, man-
dolin and mandola while comple-
mer.ting the jazzy, Joni Mitchell• 
eque vocals and acoustic guitar of 
Emily. 
The Cantrells were chosen by 
~d~!~~~~t~~~1nth~~t~h 
picnic scene of"A River Runs 
Through IL" . 
Genera! admission for the 
show is S5 and S3 for students 
and low-income individuals. 
For infonnation, call 529-3533. 
STORY BY JASON ADRIAN 
Musicians can spend excessive 
periods of time trying to come up 
with interesting, witty and original 
names for their bands, or in the 
case of rock band Push Down and 
Turn, spontaneity can pro\~ to be 
the best inspiration. 
Lead singer Jason Brown had to 
co,nc up with the name of Push 
Down and Tum, who will rock the 
Copper Dragon Brewing Co. 
around 10 p.m. Saturday, in the last 
moment before one of the band's 
early shows so he looked to the lop 
a pain reliever bottle for help. 
"II was one of those things 
where you had to have something 
on the billboard," Brown said. 
"Since we play at bars. the people 
who watch us get drunk and wake 
up with a hell of a hangover. As 
they reach for the aspirin bottle in 
the morning, look at the top of it 
and read 'push down and tum,' 
th~y•re able to remember our 
..-name." 
The name stuck with the radio-
friendly rock band. but Brown dis-
covered that the name docs not 
always stick with fans. 
"In a flash. what went thrm:gh 
my mind was· that it would be a 
great marketing thing, and it turns 
out it's not." he said. "It's too long. 
We get 'push down and what?,' 
'pull down and twist' or 'sit down 
and sleep.'" 
Whether or not the fans remem-
ber Push Down and Tum's name 
. hardly seems to effect the devotion 
fans have to the band. In a battle-
of-the-bands-type contest last year 
involving thousands of competing 
bands all over the country, Push 
Down and Tum came out on t.:,p 
In. Honor of Cesar Chavez 
March 31, 1927 - April 23, 1993 
I 
THE LIFE 8 TIMES OF 
CESAR CHAVEZ 
A MUSICAL & VISUAL TRIBUTE BY 
DR. JESUS "CHUY" NEGRETE 
N"tionally Known Scholar cmd Interpreter of 
Mexican - American Folk 1U11!ic 
TUESDAY, MARCH 31 1 1998 
LESAR LAW BUILDING AUDITORIUM 
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FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT sponsored by: 
THE HISPANIC STUDENT COUNCIL 
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earning a slot on several d.!tes of 
the H.O.R.D.E. Festival Tour. 
The .five members of Push 
Down and Tum were soon sharing 
stages with Primus, Toad the Wet 
Sprocket. Becbmd The Mighty 
Mighty Bosstones. 
Touring with those acts ga\'C the 
Indianapolis natives the chance to 
share mon- tlian just stages. 
"We were intimidated at lirsL 
As I was eating one day ncllt to 
[Primus bassist/vocalist) Les 
Claypool , I kind of wondered what 
he'd say, and he was jlllot like 'Hey, 
pass the salt."' Brown said. 
But perfonning on this popular 
tour would have remained a flat 
wish had the band not gotten the 
support it needed from its fans. The · The band has its own distinct 
final competition to decide which 
act would perform . · at the sound aided by piano and organ -
H.O.RD.E. was at the Metro in which Brown admits he!ped distin-
Chicago, so the members of Push guish the band through the grunge 
Down and Tum looked to their epidemic in the early '90s - but 
website (www.pdtrock:com) to the songs have a definite main• 
help get the won! of the show out 10 stream angle to them, fueled by the 
their fans. . band's vocal attack. . 
"We were playing against a Jot Rounding out the band's har-
of Chicago bands so we knew we -manic vocal sound are the topics of 
had to get our fanbasc there. We got the band's songs. 
on the website and said to our fans 'The songs are lyrically orient-
'Look, we want to go to . the ed. The show is about what we're 
H.O.RD.E. Tour. We want you saying and what cool hooks and 
l,'llYS to all come out.' and they rhythms we can come up with," 
did." Brown said. "We stuffed that Brown said. "We've always been 
place v. ith our fans. It was voted on able to incorporate three part har-
by al!diencc participation, so they monies to our songs where you 
all got to vote." really haven't seen that in awhile. 
Photo coumsyrl aniot 
"It's not like a barber shop quar-
tet. but it's nice to have [the har-
monics] when they're there.'' 
Harmonizing adds to the live 
show, which is the overall essence 
of Push Down and Tum. The mem-
bers of the band take pride in the 
fact that they do not just stand on 
stage and not care about the audi-
ence but focus on having · fun, 
which is why Brown said the band 
is foremost a live band. 
"That's our natural thing. 
. You're talking about five guys who 
for five. years have played out at 
least,1~; nights a week.'! Brown 
said. "We've really gelled that 
way.':_.. ·... , 
For.infonnation, call 549-2319:. 






•Avner the Eccenfric'~ perfonnonce 
~ins at 3 p.m. c;,.;+,~•ot· ·•. 
Shryock AiJcliforj;;:w: ~{-• __;' '. 
• .Tidcets are $14.50 and $10.50 
for ages 15 and under. · · · . 
~:A~~~ilfa~-~ud'cf::;:,::-::-::,' 
wooohoP. at 11 :30 a.m. Saturday 
in Shryock Auditorium. · · · · 
•For information, caU 453-ARTS •. 
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·. The emerging facets•.of a Jewel 
MULTITALENTED: Artist 
a uses early talents to maintain 
his career's gradual climb. 
K~LLY HERnEIN. 
DAILY EoYmA.'-1 RtroRTER 
With a plethora of gaggles and a hat full of 
tricks, Avner Eisenberg excites many college 
crowds with his abstract humor while relic\'• · 
ing the stresses of everyday life as magical, 
slack-rope walking Avner the Eccentric. 
. "i suffer on sta!,'C for [Ilic audience's] 
~ stress," Eisenberg said. "My character is a 
kind of 'Waiting for Groot' with tricks. It is a 
warm and \'cry funny show. "People will go 
away with a better feeling than what they 
came in with." ' 
Avner the Eccentric will perfom1 3 p.m. 
Saturday in Shryock Auditorium. Eisenl>crg's 
act includes slack-rope walking. juggling, 
magic tricks and mystical allusions of the 
body. Eisenberg's comic career has been a 
gradual climb, which he said eventually rolled 
into success. 
"I started working the streets juggling. and 
one thing lead to another," he said. "It was 
like a snowball that got bigger and bigger. 
You just have to sec iL" · Fh<xo and iUusn:itlon councsy rL an,,e 
The interesting flow Eisenberg•s career was inlerested in chemistry and biology," he had caught on to what I was suppose to be 
began to take for him as a comedian came said. doing." . 
about in an unusual way, but the comic said "One day I wandered into the theater Despite his trail to stardom, Eir.enbcrg 
every experience he has encountered is price- building in 1966 to get out of the ,.iin and I ran finds several opportunities to give. back to 
Jess to him. into friends when I was a freshman in college. audiences that have supported his styles of 
''You can't learn this stuff in books," "They were auditioning for a play, I got a humor from the beginning. · . . . 
Eisenberg said. "I ran away from college and part and my fiiend didn't From there, I got . "I've started teaching a· lot • lately," 
worked in the circus for a couple of weeks. interested in theater." Eisenberg said. "It is just a wonderful way for 
"I learned the [arm extension] from an old . Thealer is not the only fine :irt Eisenberg me to be able to give back and help younger 
circus prop boss. He used to do an act with old has extended his talents toward.· He starred in performers with some of the e;,i:pcrience I've 
carnies called the •Amazing Stretching Man' · "Jewel of the Nile"· alongside .Kathleen ~ and with some of my tricks." 
and he taught me how to do this thing." Turner, Michael Douglas and Danny DcVitO: Eisenberg credits the audience, for con-
Eisenberg incorporat..-s · numerous talents Eisenberg played the Jewel that nearly tributing :o his abundant :imount of accom-
into his performance. which is a silent show- c:vcry character in the movie was after, but plishrnents. · . 
-;ase. a talent he ha5 been polishing for nearly · thought they were chasing a priceless stone. '1be audience i$ a big part of the show. 
25 years. , · · Eisenberg found the transition from d.:ater Their reactions count It's not the kind of 
The only vocal cue.. Eisenberg reveals to to film rather oblique. Because the character show . that. could exist without an audience, 
his au~ien~ is the playing of the kazoo and was from the Middle East. he had to take on and the things that they· do change the cotITTe . 
_ _. ,- spo~,c no1se_s-: .. . ·:, . , , " .. ·: ~·· . thedialect.. which required a great deal of- of the show," he said. -·•-
. Yet. Eisen berg's love for tricks arid humor- preparation.-· • · · · ~ · Eisenberg· said he ha!: a great deal of apprc- · 
ous gags was not his original quest in his life . . : "FirSt thing was that I had to learn how to· ciation for his successful journey and is sitting 
Eisenberg intended to become a doctor or do an Arabic accent. so I hired a dialogue back to enjoy iL 
a veterinarian before fprming his newly found coach," he said. ''.I had to grow my beard and "It•s been a wonderful sleigh ride," he said. 
intm~l in the theatrical arts. my hair out as well. "It was only when people "I have gone way beyond any expcctatlons I 
"I wasn't r.ally. interested in comedy. started tal'<inJ.! to me in Arabic that I knew I ever had." 
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Tone Loe has nothing. on Wild Thi~gs' 
JASON ADRIAN 
DE E:rn:RTAlNMEm EDITOR 
and land him in jail. 
For his trial, Lombardo elicits the help of anornry 
Ken Bowder. (Bill Murray), a surface ignoramus who 
What do you get when you cross a brown-haired happened to pass the bar. He actually WtarS a neck 
Barbie Doll with a former teen-age model aspiring to brace for the trial in lieu of winning an insurance set-
be an actress? Give up? Anyone that watched lasi tlement, but consistently turns his head in all direc-
ycar's "Starship Troopers" or the new thriller "Wild tions. 
Ibings" knows Denise Richards is entitled to the des- Along with fooling insurance ag.::nts with his uner-
ignation of this little riddle. ly undecc:ptive props, Bowden manages to break 
Director John McNaughton ("Henry; Portrait of a Suzie on the witness stand into admitting the rape 
Serial Kilier"} focuses enough screen time on incidents were total scams. The admission prompts 
Richards' bulging breasts and hard body in "Wild Lombardo to sue for Ns V.Tecked life and he makes 
Things" that I wondered if I had .--------------. out of Blue Bay with a hefty sum 
mistakenly sat down for a screening WILD THINGS of dough counesy of Sandra Ryan. 
of"Denise Richards' Ae.~hy Frame Written by S"'P.hen Pelers Detective Ray Duquette (Ke~·fa 
Is Fun to Watch." But Diredecl by John M:Naughbn Bacon) smells something fishy 
McNaughton's shameless concentra- Starring: about the girls' contorted plan and 
tion on tlie sexuality of Richards - Malt Di!lon. .•••••••.•••.• __ .5cm Lombarclo begins to piece together a perverted 
along with co-star Neve Campbell• Kevin Bocon .••• ·-··--·····-.Roy Duquette cr.se of revenge, sex and murder. 
- boldly acts as a preemptive tool Neve Compbel!...._ •...... _ ... .5uzie Toilet- Juicy stuff, indeed. Enough to keep 
titat shifts our attention from obvious Denise Richards_.····-···.Kelly Van Ryan me engaged in the story, anyway, 
plot twists and keeps us guessing or maybe it was the near soft-core 
through all the staggering revelations .•• I think. porn seen Es that kepi me interested . 
If sultty sex was truly m::ant to divert our attention I ha\·e to admit Dillon creates a perplexing charac-
for more surprises, then McNaughton deserves some ter as Lombardo. I think he could have took it a little 
credit, but sex for sex's sake would not be entirely farther and turned the role in\o something more 
unlikely here because the C3SI is hardly made up of unpractical. Richards is no Meryl Streep, but I doubt 
frcq:ient ugly pool swimmers. the casting call was made on her acting skills. I don't 
Either way, "Wild Things" ~e for a somewhat know what it is, but the girl just looks too perfect for 
enjoyable contemporary thriller- other than for rea- me, like a walking, talking human clone, molded 
sons already mentioned - because this movie takes from plastic and run on a few D batteries. 
more turns than a cross-eyed cab driver on a mor- To say Murray's humor wouldn't work in this 
phine-indueed highball with a strong Bloody Mary in mystery thriller is like saying Milli Vanilli made great 
one hand and a loosely rolled doobie pressed between contributions to pop music. Murray provides the best 
his quivering lips. scenes of the movie and shows worthy foil characters 
The film's ignition kicks in wher. :.:ccusations of should show up in any thriller no matter how sexual 
rape fly at the handsome high school guidance coun- or intense because it k-:eps the movie real, pulling us 
selor Sam Lombardo (Matt Dillon). The rape cries in. 
come from Lombardo's student Kelly Van Ryan But Murray's scenes are limited and McNaughton 
(Richards), the seductive daughter of Blue Bay, Fla.'s, offers linle in tenns of suspense, though he does keep 
;nillionahe matria.teh, Sandra Ryan (Theresa Russell). us guessing up to the.end as to who's good and who's 
Days later, another student comes forward with a bad even if the camera seems to be loitering around 
rape story with Lombardo as the culpriL While J{elly Richards' wet, dry, clothed or "oh, I'll wear just a bra 
comes from Blue Bay's upper crust, Suzie (Campbell) today" body. It may be cinematic garbage, but it's the 
belongs to Blue Bay's less than esteemed class of fun-to-look-through kind of trash. 
"swamp trash." Regardless of the two's polar opposi-
tion on the social scale, they manage to destroy 
Lombardo's teaching c~r. cripple him finandally 
This 1 Primary' :is worth turnHng out f~r 
JASON ADRIAN 
DE E.,'TIRTAlNMENT EDITOR , 
Stanton might be the real thing - a politician who 
means what he says and delivers wirnt he promises, 
· Through the eyr.s Qf Henry,. :he story dives deep 
Politics have never been prioritized very high on and touch,:s the b;:ittom of nearly e\'ery component 
my "thinfS I honestly care about" lisL I think the of the r.i~e. From quickies with ter ·,ers :n hotel 
topic ranks right below balloon-shaping and directly • rooll'..;; to fried chicken picnics do,.;, south, we 
above proper bread-buttering techniques. A shallow wat<:h Stanton move from no-name !ongshot to 
declaration, sure; but it just goes to show that my De1110eratic ticket contender. 
unreserved enjoyment of the new political film The rest parts of the film come in the form of the 
"Primary Colors" could have easily been sheer bore- three-person team Burton becomes the core of. 
dom. Political adviser Richard JemmGns {l3illy Bob 
The agenda of this political fil'll staned out as a Thornton), Daisy (Maura Tierney) and Burtt'n . 
comedy ar.d then after about an absorb every am:ck from Stanton's 
hour switched into a consummate :'. ,UMARY. COLORS political opponents and f:gure out 
-dnµna with th:: jokes thinning out Written by Elaine May . under heavy pressure the quickest, 
a• •he movie progressed. A bold Direc:ted by Mike Nichols most quiet ways to siifle ihe prob 
,,e by director Mike Nichols Starring: !ems. · 
{'The Graduate" and 'The John Travoh:>-·-·~·.;-•. :. . ..k.oek s1an1on As Stanton's wife and.partner, 
Birdcage") because the previews Adn011 lesler-····..;.•~····..Henry Burton emotion olien finds Susan (Emma 
described the film as a full-fledged t=n-ma ~son·-··-··-·Susc.n Slatlton Thompson) first as she must not 
comedy which might turn off audi~ Billy Bob 1hom1on_ .• JUchan:I Jemrnons only help cover up her husband's 
ences looking for laughs when the- sldrt-chasing, but deai with it per-
stem and·serious factors begin to sonally as well. The mt•lti-talented 
surface. · Tho~pson cre:ites a strong First Lady candidate 
Taking us along the presidential campaign ,of the even if her English a-:cent pokes its subtle head up 
virtually unknown Southern governor Jack Stanton · . occasionally. 
(John Travolta), Nichols buys our seats on this wild As Stanton's trouble shooter Libby Heiden 
· ride with steady humor and pretty much keeps our ' (Kathy Bates) makes the way she digs up din on 
attention through all the speeches, mud-slinging, . other candidates hilarious. The only thing that 
affairs and hand-shaking s111TOunding the candidate. undermines Bates as a solid comedic star is her bril-
Based on the novel by Joe (Anonymous) Klein; Hance as a dramatic actress. Here we get to see some 
"Primary Colors" ap~ to be a real insider's look of both. 
at a very familiar presidential candidate and all the Elaine May's screenplay offers credible laughs, 
trials and tribulations he went through to win the and somi; of Stanton's speeches and responses 
presidency, TraYolta's imitatinglactins of Stanton all almost touch the bean. With the help of Nichols, 
but comes out and says we're watching Bill May shlfts the film from comedy to d.-nma ~.asily 
Clinton's campaign, but the fictional appro~h enough; but the process took too much time.. I found 
Unger.; so it can be taken in our out of context - myself glancing at my watch a few times too often. 
you decide. The fact that "Primary Colors" is neither I 00 per-
Stanton's honesty and devoted faith to the goods cent comedy or drama may turn people off. But I 
ness of peo;,le - which Travolta pull:; off with ter- like varil!ty on my plate evl!n if the topic is politics. 
rifle, borderline naivete- attracts the attention of Servings of comedy eiements b1ended wiL'l a side of 
fonncr con~sional aide Henry Burton (Adrian drJma beats out a large helping of one heaping ele-
1:.ester). The grandson of a celebrateq Civil Rightr • ment · 
~~rri:~t~~:n~o:~~tt~~~~e~ ~W~v~ver- ~.Z~~~~~.J> 
NEWS 
LUNSFORD 
continued ttom page 1 
defeated a Lunsford-v.ritten resolu-
tion opposing the incr..ase in 
February. 
Lunsford said his reason for 
leaving was a matter of being 
thwarted by opponents loyal tr. 
USG President Dave Vingren who 
targeted his legislation for defeat 
without seriously considering it. 
'These s:une opponents are quick to 
pass legislation favored by Vingren 
without discussing it or considering 
allematives, he said. 
GHB 
continuc.J ttom page 5 
which makes it easier to prosecute 
date-rape-drug cases where off• 
shoots of the illegal GHB and 
Rohypnol are used. 
"TI1cse perpetrators are wily." 
Dillard said. 'They'll just skirt the 
Jaw and make other drugs similar to 
GHB and Rohypnol. So this is a 
blanket ban." 
Luechtefeld contends the bill is 
long overdue and inject<; consi~ten-
cy into the sentencing 0f those con-
\'icrcd of sexual assault The bill, he 
SKINNER 
continued from p.,f!<: 9 
on his own. 
.. I did not like singing at all. 
Moa15 convinced me," he said ""And 
boy did he do a lot of convincing." 
Moats o,·erheard Skinner 
singing while passing his window 
one summer afternoon. Skinner's 
!'irst show in Carbondale was at 
Papa C's - fom1erly Chadwicks. 
After singing with Moats' band. 
Skinner was approached by Big -
Larry, a big loc.u bluesman, who 
asked Skinner to sit in \\ith his 
band, an encounter that Skinner said 
gave his reputation a lift. 
Since then he has b:en. with 
DAILY. EGYPTUN 
"President Vingrcn said our any campaign this· spring. we can 
financial aid, tuition and fees com- say he has lied to USG." · · · . : 
mission need not advise the senate." During his time as :-n outspoken 
he said. "Parading pachyderms . in senator, Lunsford said he has dev:l-
fronl of the senate is the substitute, oped some insight a~ to problems 
and I think that's wrong. facing USG. 
"When I II)' to correct it, they . : ''] think the nature of the Finance 
meet with parlirunentnry bullshit." · Committee was a problem and will 
Lunsford said he will continue to continue lo be a problem," he said. 
work for student issues, but that his "Also, the senate h:. • not effectively 
time is better spent outside of the dealt with the issue o. shared gover-
procedural constraints of the senate. nance. We haven't been properly 
Vingren said he • viewed involved with any major issue on 
Lunsford's leaving with some skep- this campus." 
ticism. Lunsford said the senate last year 
_ "It's too bad he had to quit," was a better forum for dw:,le than 
Vingren said. "He's citing politics as the current one. 
a reason, but if he shows up near "We h:id a lot of discussion, lots 
said, mak_es using a drug to commit 
:npe as felonious as using a gun or 
knife. 
POLICE 
continued fi-om page 3 
Wepsiec told Diggins March· 19 
he ·was cleared of all criminal 
charges based on the case report 
conducted by District 11 State 
Police. 
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of really .good argumentatio~:• he 
said. 'There was no strong division, 
within the senate. We always had 
good healthy debate, but ldon't see 
that in this year's senate." 
Lunsford said he thinks an open 
mind. is . the key to properly dis-
cussing an issue. 
"I don't thin'c ycu ·should start 
with your mind made up. It's not a 
good way to operate." 
Though his tactics of closely 
examining, dissecting and dis-
cussing bills often elicited groans 
from the senate, some members of 
USG spoke highly of Lunsford after 
his resignntion. 
Kristie Ayres, executive assistant 
that the allegations bro;6ht 
against him have made the last 
two months difficult. 
to the president,: said·they were "los-
ing a good senator." 
Megan Moore, USG vice presi-
dent, said she did not want to see 
· Lunsford leave his position. . . 
"I'm very·. sorry to see Sen. 
· Lunsford resign," she said.: "He 
al ways represented th:: views of his 
constituents well. They win be los• 
ing a strong voice." · ·_· 
Though he has left the· senate, 
Lunsford said his plans to work for 
· students will take up much cf his 
time. · · 
"Being active is in my. blood," 
he said. "I have got to be involved 
with what's going on around cam-
pus." . 
SB 1224 passed the Senate 
Tuesday and entered the House 
Wedne.,;day. The House version \\ill 
be sponsored by Rep. John Fritche, 
D-Chicago, and must be acted upon · 
by the encl of May. 
'This is a solid piece of legisla-
tion," Dillard said. "Sometimes col-
lege students don't take things very 
seriously. This is something they 
should lake very seriou.,;Jy. lt says if 
you 're going to use a date-rape drug 
to rape somebody, you're going to 
do hard. hard time.1l1is is no joking 
mailer:· 
An internal investigation of the . 
allegation is being conducted by 
Lt. Kuy Doan of the SIUC Police. 
The internal investigation is 
expected to be complete in about 
one week. Diggins said. Lt. Doan 
was unavailable for comment. 
"Whe;i something like this 
happens, people look at it and 
you're branded," Diggins said. 
'This is a deliber:ite attempt by 
Oishi to discredit me as an officer 
because she was upset that she got 
a ticket. And that's one reason 
why I feel like it was very irrc-
sponsible of her. 
. "Working where I do and _ 
ai"lund people I work with, you 
gc, smart little comments from 
people all the time," Diggins said. 
"So that's something I've had to 
live with the last two months." 
Diggins reserves the right to 
bring charges against O_ishi for 
filing a false police report. 
Because of the nature of the 
charge.,;, however, it would be dif-
ficult to prove that Oishi know-
ingly or maliciously filed a false 
complaint against Officer 
Diggins. 
Oishi says she is concerned 
about a counter suit, but her state-
ments arc true and is concerned 
about "100 many police in 
Carbondale." Oishi said she has 
contacted Lt. Doan in regards to 
taking a lie detector test, bu1 a 
time for the lest has not been 
established. 
about six bands and dreams about 
being in one tight-knit band. 
He has played in various venues 
in the Ncrtheast and Midwest. The 
one Skinner talks about most is 
New Orleans . 
New Orleans was fun. The only 
depressing part about it was the 
b1eak-up of the band," he said. 
'That's the downside of the busi-
ness:· 
He talked :ibout a club in New 
Orleans on Bourbon . street called 
the Funk-y Parrot. It was a small club 
with a narrow walkway that went 
around the entire room and a high 
stage in the front. 
"I played five days a week in 45-
minute sets for a little more than a 
year, but I never got tired," Skinner 
Diggins said he is soured about 
Oishi's claims against him, and 
said. 
Skinner's stability at the FunJ....-y 
Parrot was rooted in his love for 
music, his band, and freedom to 
v.rite original material. 
His stability is seen in his statis-
tics. Skinner has done over 1700 
shows in 15 years and he knows his 
music well. though he has never 
studied music fomially. 
"It's a naturnl feeling - a God-
given gift." he said. 'Toe music is in 
my soul.". . 
Skinner also feels that the blues 
is a fruling art fonn because of the 
lack of Afiican-American's willing-
ness to carry on the tradition. 
"l hear the blues being sung by 
the same people who sang it before. 
Ifs becoming a lost heritage 
because people are not picking up 
were the legends left off," he said. 
"When I sing the blues, I feel I'm 
keeping the heritage alive." 
Skinner took a medium-sized pot 
of boiling water off the stove and 
poured it into a blue pitcher which 
he placed into a refrigerator for 
drinking water. 
He said he would rather not talk 
about what circumstances caused 
his blindness but •vould say how it 
is being blind. 
"It has a lot to do with the atti-
tude the blind person carries, but it 
would be a lot easier for blind peo-
ple if people didn't ireat us like we 
were worthless," he said. 
Skinner docs not believe in the 
theory that when a person loses one 
of their senses they do not gain ever-
increasing amounts of other talents 
and senses. 
"I'm really disappointed in the 
groups and organizations for the 
blind for saying such things. Such 
statements have kept me fighting 
the same stercotype5 since I was a 
kid," he said. ''Talents are given to 
everyone and they don't come pol-
ished." 
He walked over. to' the bookshelf 
shuffied through some cassettes and 
inserted one in the stereo. 
~twas a tape of television show 
theme songs. He whistled along 
with the old .. Andy Griffith Show .. 
theme music. 
··1 used to always be into televi• 
sion themes as a kid," he said. 
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WANTIDTOBUY 
relrig..-aton, camputen, TVs/VCR,, 
,tc,,es, windowair ccnditicnen, 
wast.en, dryert, !woning/not). 
TV'• & VCR sla,t;ng $50, TV a 
VCRUPAIR, 
Able Applionce AS7-n67. 
~~i~~Ri:t~.: 
r;:worn:::.=$2::::50:::::. 6;::;;S.C-6=7=5"=. =::::.::., I r:u;::::--:;;::;. :::.::: :::::;Co;;:;:m::;:pu:::;,:!'.e=rs:::::::::=: ..  .. ~~I 
IL. . M~bile Ho~::]I PENTIVM 133, 32MB, CO-ROM, 2.5 
88 1,"'66ClAYTON, 2 bdrm, 1-3/A ~~~ t~~:: rn'a.A~ 
SUBLESSORS needed For lg 2 bdrm apt 
&n;,~':Jj~~~ includes waler 
I SUBLESSORISJ needed lor quiei, large, 2 bedroom ,-pt, West side, good for 
I 
grads, begins May I 5, $390(ma 5A9· 
815A. 
NEED 1 SUBLESSOR lor 3 bdrm opt lor 
summ..-, a/c,loccrteclonMiUSt, $250/ 
motutil, 529·86 l 1 asap. 
2 BDRM HOUSE; near Schnuck's, 
screen porch, wood Roers, very nice, 
:;~5;~':;~• May-Aug $350/ ~:~'. w/d, $15,000, C1YOil Jvne 120 molh« board $60, "57--4359. 
. ~~.~~-~~:hr~ 1,,-::;:.::;.::;::::::::;;;:;:::::.:::.::=::.:::.FJ 
WEDGEWOOD HIUS 2&3 bdrm; eveni"S'&weel<ends.4_ Apartments 
furn, gall l,eat, c/ c, good ccnd, • 
mu>lmove,$5,000-$10,000,5"9· IAPTOP "86 bu~~in prin!er & IA.A i----------. 
5596. modem, 12RAM,$650,56KPCMOA, 
s1so,AS1-02210wayne. '::;:~•8~e,::.,~t!:!? 
~~~t~~tt~i~ I(: -~;~~Auppji~~:]l l.__apannen __ ~_·;-_.205_~_~_-_· ._, __, 
home lor rent or sole, 5"9·8238. GOIDEN RETRIEVER PUl'l'!ES, J.XC, 5 1 ---------~ 
CARBONDALE 1""70 2 BDRM, moles 1$250), I I.male 1$275). N!CE, NN-12 bdrm, furn, ccrpet, c/c, 
,--- SFAOOUS 2 BO~ I 000 Brehm built 
".>N'T MISS THts C:HANCII 97, brealJustbc.r, ceiling lam, .,;/d, d/ 
Frice Reduced! Now 2 bdrms, w, lots of closets, no pets, SM>let avoil 
n25/penon, 2 biles lram mm~•· now, also I avail June, $550/rna, 
516 S ~lar, furn, a/c;CaU 29· AS7·819A CY 529-2013 Chris B. 
I 820 or 29·3581. ~f~!~~.tr1~~t:~ 
Ave, no pets, cal 5A9·A6il'6. 
umAL UST OUT. Como by I COUNTRY, LIKE NEW, lg 2 bdrm, 
508 W Ocl. lo pick list, next to un1um. rel req, avoil Sf 15, small pels 
front door, in box, 52'f.3591, . OK, $:85/mo, Nancy 529·1696. 
I BDRM APT in Mahinda, waler & 
1:osh ind, · no pets, lease & depa-.;t, 
CDA1f AREA SPACIOUS 529-3289. 
I & 2 bdrm lum opts, G175• CARiERVlllE, ....-y nice elfic, $170/ 
320/mo, ind water/trash, cir, mo, waler & trash paid, convenient lo-
no pets, caO 6B.C·AI AS or 6S.C· mtion, reler...ces, call 5"9·6174. 
6862. 
fRII CABU TV & FREE LAUNDRY 
. Colonial East Ap!s. large 2 bdrm apls 
w/carpet & a/c, 351-9168. 
TOP COALE lOCATlONS, 
1paclova I & 2 bdrm lum opts, , .,.,...,.,, aoRM,,o,s I 
$245•335/aso, ind water/ I Wall CY 313 E f,-, lum, car-
trash,air,nopets, ~-J~ii'.'° pm, summer or loll, .can 6S.C·A1"5 CY6B.C-6862. 
CLASSIFIED 
Schilling.;~o!':r>' Mgmt 
Ranting for 98-991 
Pick up our Rental U1t 
2 bdrm, ,_, 9?' fi;eploce, d/w, 
w/ d, ded< t. carpoo 
$480/mo, ~':'J;° util except 
Ji!ti::!c~i;.,T.~~- . 
Office hau&i!:~ "'sjD'f"Fridcr, 
805E.Parl< 
529•2954 •• 540-0895 
E-m.ail anu@midunt.ntl 
FURNISHED I BDRM APT on Forest 
Ave, $320/mo includes all u!itif..s, no 
pm, call 549-.4686. 
2both,par!iollyfurn,quietcreo, 2nd Liter From ChampioMhip line, avoil now 51A S Wall, 529-3581/ 
caD529·5331 or618·783·816l. . ,-lynaw,caD529·:;1Ueveninc•- 529·1820. LG 1 BDRM, 1 blkto SIU, at 
12x60 2 BDRM, w/d, d/w, new AQUARIUMS, 40 bteeclen w/filten ,GIORGnOWN :.~ts~:::~~r;~fJ', aYall fall, REMOOELED A bdrm, 2 ball,, car-
1WO 1 BDRM APTS, waler & trash ind, 
laundry privileges, $240/$275. ,n =~=.~-0~. or unlum, $SO, IOgollon $250, 867"2276· lovely, ...=t~~i!! lar 2,3,A. NICI TWO BDRM lowered for 
-2 BEDROOM MOBILE HOME, nice ,~,1•_ Miscell_a,;~=1 Cane by Oispoy Mon-Sat 10-5:30, 98, lum, mrpe!ed, a/c, near SIU, 
pet, declt. ce~ing Ions, o/c, ~- 3 t.~.6B.C-6058. 
BORM, luff bath, cei1ing lam, carpet, 'BRlmwOOD COMMONS slu-
May or Aug lease, newly remod· ctoa, I &2bdrmapts,a/c,water/trash, 
parl<, newly remodeled. $2700, can . _ _ -~". llOOOEGroni!ft,,.,..;sln)529·2187 lram$A75/mo,coll"57•U22. 
5"9·353A. 13" calorlV $50, 19".lV $70, VCR 6RANDNEWluxuryapis,2bdrm, ~•a-d-=-a-,c:-:H-cal=-clD=-o-na-- ~t1~m~/~ l·l_f_fl_C_&__;STU__;:_D_IO_S.;_l_ow_e_re_d-f•-, 
elecl. 5A9·A808 II 0-6pm), no pets. laundry & pool, "57•2403. 
DARLING I 1997 16:1:60, ~•m~a= tit:: s\~og: Ill bath, fir-,,lace, pa~o, no pels, Furn Rooms/I Bllt N Campus, U!il May, mD 687•2475. ~•1;;4"22. SIU, lram $185/mo. 
::iistz91_:;-t~;~• c/a, stocl<able w/d SAOO, AS7,8Jn. profeuionals preferred, 5"9·5596. /;~t~ite !_V• r4m~ Roon,, NlCE 2 & Je0RM apls, fishir<i& swim- Ellie Apcm,enis, Newly Remodeled, 
I
~ . : :·: !::I NN-/0UE£NSIZEWAT£RBE0,1cpol 1----,.,.,.,,-----:-:---:----'- lrad vo, 5 -2212. r;;/!~{;:microw<Mt,sorrynopels, ~-~cao·wdoAVlseloL~..!:,"'F-
~~~i~ur? f. the line mattress, $350 oba, 457• 910 W Sycamore, 2 bdrm apartment,. FOUST HALL DORM ..,.. ····I long 
. _• 1,7_6"_9_. -------- ~t~l),::!W~~!s~!f~~mo + de- 1 Hccl. lram Comf>Us, Ut,tlies paid, SPACIOUS FURN APTS, mgmt lffln c:ontroct signed. 529-2241. 
~~~~~~~~~;i:r::.t:i l)ffijmj;j;@ihiiti\M~ NlCE 2 BDRM TOWM)USE, d/w, =·~~a~~.':;;~~ ~~~- U~n V.lage ~"· ~E,-=fir~·~: 
line art, vintage 50's, 208 N 10th . ~ micn,wave, dose lo campus, no pets, 1 OR 2 BDRM mi apat1ments, ..._ _______ __. -·----,---_;_ ___ _ 
MBl'ba,oUEl,;,..,Thun,S IN·sa:. ~~~~~DA7-2520 I :1:-_ Rooms.. ~;, swimming & fishing, "57-5700. utilifin included, lease, no pm, good ,c-:-::-:,--,--:--:----,------:--,--:-:--,--- 2 BDRM, $360-$.465/mo, quiet lami~ 
""" """""' _ . .,....J . BIAUTIFUL UIIC APTS for graclsiudents, caD 68A·A713. I BDRM, Aha Pass, living/dining room, area, c/a, no poh, laundromat, yr 
~a':::.,,~ti~f,:iS~ BEAUTIFUtEFFICAPTSHisloricOistrid, ~~r:.~t.~Clcnc,,:;,Oucppli•~•p~ti: SUMMIR UASIS ,4 bdrm house, ~~'f;:''i:.~~~ht, a/c, quiet, 893· lease,d,p,529-2535. 
w/d, a/c, reg $840 new $5401 Big el- _________ CAl'.BONDALE, NICE, QUIET, 2 bdrm, 
B & K USED FURNITURE, Clouy, Ouiet, Sludious & Sale, w/d, mole, Van Awlcen, 529·5881. ~~~ai':1 $270 ,_ $2201 Call FURN sruDIO, 
2 
!,lb lo SIU, water/ ~7mo~Coll 's~AJ66.' 8/1/98, 
Alwaysagoodsel«tionl ,:.J:.:::S29~9f.'efer female, Van ~.73SbdBrm•,w$o57,IOd9mo•2,!:~ldt$350u -~ sh nd $195/ All EH 
119 E Cherry, Herrin, IL 942·6029. "~ /1 - ce _, 2 BDRM Apcr!ment, $350/mo, waler ~29.,.h76 CY "5~798_ ,.,....:':,ng, CARBONDALE, NICE, quitt, I bdrm Park Plac• laat $185/mo, single, lor 5 peaple, 529-.4657. & sh 'nd n1ry · lg declt. <-~ sluctoo 1k to SIU furn $300/ 
rn. . . Appliances ,.. _"JI 
spring,laD,$l6S/mowmmer,utilincl, LUXURY 2 BDRM, 2 be,!,, w/d, lum, .,.!,,,.,..:.,.;,n96.C·18s;:ng, applicationslorwmmer&loll. open8/l/~8,nopeb,529·A360.mo, 
~ ~toro,iJ'."'.:,mF;:. ':;
09
;: carpeted, a/c. Very dose to SIU. CaD 3 BEDROOM, , 07 Motto,,, avoilable 2 BDRM, $525/mo, one yr lease, no LARGE 1 BDRM APT for rent, c/a & 
disccuntsCMJil,549-2831. "57-n82. 6/1/98,doselolii=ry,caUBl2·867· pm, mature tenants, avail May, caD heat, quiet creo, Na pets, $315/mo, 




· avoil in May, Coll 351·9999. UOYD'S APPUANCE SHOP in 
Christopher. Washers, clryen, 
refrigerators, sloves, e~ $100 each, 
guaranteed, 1-618-nA-Am. 
~te~PT.°!J:. 6iAre,,,~~~c:8: 
video c.offleros, fog machines, 
recording w-toos. Sound Core Music 
1
-_:r ... _ -·,A;-;,;~~·-= .•v_i I to the University, MURPHYSBORO, I CY 2 bdrm, mrpet, 
• n-ov . ...........,...,.....,,....,.__,, _ _.,,,..~. • CIYOilabfeJan 1,mQ "57•5790. oir, very efficient, no pm, $200/mo, 
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share nice, 1 & 2 BDRM APARTMINTS _,,caD_68 __ 7_·AS_n~. ----,-...,,.-,..,,..-
lully lum mobile home w/ w/ d, SI 50/ A-,-I Ma, & Aug, SOffle with c/o & w/ C'DA1f 2 or 3 eDRMS & elfic, I bl\ to 
mo+ llutil, can 549-3360. d,";;,,,,.not, 1 yr lease, quiet campus at Al OW Fn,••mon, ,1arting al 
NEED 2 ROOMMATES, prof or gnd areas, caa 549-0081. S200/mo, no pm, 687·AS77 • . 
t~t':': 1ir~i:-3~;~901rce, ONI BDRM lowered for 98 re- !,~~.t;:,~n':;_ :lit~:{ .-.,---,-,.,.,.....,.------, f:1J'50/':!, ~7-~~2~icrawave, $295/mo• clep, no pels, 985-3.421. ~~=-....._._su_blease. __ ,_L_'., --,--,-~----,,.,.-...,...--:- COUNTRY LOCATION, 2 bdrm, util · 
.
r.1 .. t1aa.r_; '"--"'""'-'""-';....;;..;.:_..;.'"a...;.;. ·-- ..:.i. ~ir.;l'';..~~"'oic7ale~~.::lr. ind, quiet students, no pm, CMJil naw, 
, 3 bdrm, lg bid,.,,, heat, air, parch, readylForyourcx,pycaDA57·819A, lease&dep,$A2S, 995•220A. 
great lcca!icn, needs wblecser ~. 529·2013,e-mc'ldiris.bOintmet.net FURNISHED I BDRM APARTMENTS, 




F.I\XITI 2 S!Jat.ESSORS NEEDED; nice 2 bdrm, h!!p://131.230.34.110/alpl,a 
lum !rail..- Ill both pets OK #kst- 2 BDRM APARTMENTS, 1 b1oc1< from 1 BDRM, unfum apt, avoil fer sublet 
Aug, cal15i9·5385.' • • ~ campus, 60A S University, C1YOilable May 15. Rent $325/mo. May free. fax us your Classified Ad 
2Atb.,oo Day! 
lnduc}fu~..J~' 
SUBlfASE AVM May 15, spac:icus 2 August 15, caD 529·1233. =•if;:';.;~'~"1;=;.ri:;d slu-
=•,i!a!:.1~i:t!:;./529~38i. al 
•0a1es 1o publish 
"Cbsificalionwan~ 







TVs, VCRa, St•r•••• 
an, ••• Gold, & CDs 
Miclwe,t Cash, 1200W. Main, 
Carbondale. Call 549-6599. 
AVAILASLE MAY I, I bedroom, l 
bath, a/c, quiet, ""'' neg, cell 529· 
1850. 
"Marc Ma ness" MEGA DEAL!!! 
Get "FREE" EXPANDED CABLE TV and 
"FREE" LAUNDRY with your Apartment Froni 
Now Until April 20th 
✓HUGE, CARPETED, TWO BEDROOM APT. WITH MODERN 
KITCHEN AND BATH IN A PRIVATE SE'fTING 
✓GUEST, LINEN, AND HUGE WARDROBE C!.OSETS 
✓AIR-CONDITIONED 
✓FREE "EXPANDED• CABLE TV SERVICE 
✓FREE "ON SITE" PARKING 
✓FRIENDLY MAINTENANCE STAFF ON CALL 24 HOURS A DAY 
HOW MUCP'. $400.00 PER MONTH FOR THESE HUGE 
nvo BEDROOM APARTMENTS WITH EVERYTHING! 
Need Furniture? We'll Work With You 
FURN 2 BDRM APTS, cablo, 
pc,rklng, All UTILS INCl, 1 
bl\ 1o sru, 549•An9. 
I . , 
,.,,'11''11''11''11''11''11''11''11''11'~•''11' 
:Et-,ri, e, .Best F!iends?: 
'II' - .. ~ . Lookmg for 'II' 
. 'II' .. • a 2 Bedroom? _ ,;. 
i ~ ALPHA CAN HELP! ., 
'II' . 'II' 1000 Brehm $550 'II' 2421 S Illinois S570 l2' 
'II' Cedar Creek $560 - 'II' 304 N Springer S570 
'II' 'II' 747 E. P.irk $570 'II' 747 E. Park S!:90 ~ 
,a. Speci~l Features: Full size washers & dryers, 'II' 
'II' dishwashers, ceiling fans, mini blinds, large 'II' 
'II' rooms, private decks, energy,efficient 'II' 
construction, June and August openings. 
'II' Call or E-mail and we'll send 'II' 
'II' you our housing brochure 'II' 
'II' http:l/131.230.34.110/alpha 'II' 
I & 2 BDRM, lum, I min lo roe, 
strip, campus, c/o and heat, $385/ 
mo, $500/mo, can 529-3989. i 
SALUKI HAU. dean roans for rent, 
utilities included, new ownership, coll 
529-3815. 
HAVE YOU INVESTIGA,TED · · 
SUGARTREE APARTMENTS 
1195 EAST WALNUT 
YETI 
COME IN AND INVESTIGATE OUR STUDIO'S, 1,2, 
OR 3 BEDROOM APARTMENfS 
WE OFFER FREE PARKING FOR RESIDENfS & 
VISITORS 
WATER. SEWER & TRASH PROVIDED 
SAND VOLLEYBALL, SWIMMING POOL 
9 OR 12 MONTH LEASES 
SMALL PETS WELCOME 
. . . 
529-4511-0R 529~4611 
'II' 529-2013 : Chris B 457.;9194: 
: Home chrlsb@lntm~t.net _ Office _ i-
-..--'--.J' 'II' 'II' ' ~ 'II'. •' 'II'. 'II' 'II' 11'._'11' 'II' ,.'11' ' ..._ _____________ _.. 
CLASSIFIED 
DAILY,-EGIMUN · FRIDAY, MARCH 27, 1998 ·• 15 
·CO,\I.E, lmiie l·2 bed=(;), g=t · 
location, $350-450/mo. Winter NOW RENTING-fur summer.& foll,,. 2 AND 3 l\EDROOM.HOUSES, oir, -~OUYWOODl~leonordoDiC: · -c,;,·rc,;,:;.•s.,uthwestd Cdole, 2 
~o~~~~~i-~~ reru, ~~: ~~~~~i~:;t1 ~~~•=~::. !,en:/~J~d=l:~$ .~Zi:~t:~~,r~ 
RAWLIHGS Sf APTS; 1 2726 cftedorleovemeaoge. ave.ii August ht, 1 yoorf"°se,wiRal· right,VonAdcn529·588l •.... ·. ,ovaif,,ow, cafJ i\ Iv men, 6Sd· 
bdrm, 2 blks froi,, SIU, ~Vlf• J BfRM, '!j'fus~t~ lowpet.,call 6l,8-9BJ;SH,.~. . NEWEil :.t BDRM; for Fall '96 "-;3d....,...ll_ . .,....,....,..,...,,.......,.........,,,.....,..,,..__. 
$285,457•6786 c:c fjr ' a ~• 
0
~ uh' . NICE 4 BDRM HOUSE, haidwood · Southwest. C'dole; w/d; polio; 
.__ _______ _,, mon "1'•.8128!>7 - 985· · Roon, new,w/~;huge kitdien, nice :;atl,edrcl ceilings, nice Far single/!.------
--- --,---,---,---t· VERY NICE 2 BDPM, Ceda'r lake cn,a, c:rcftsmonship, ll00fed attic; 2 bottu, couple/roommates $490, 529·5881 . TOP C'DALE LOCATIONS 2, 
Eff1C I, 2 llD!™- furn, c/a, dose 1o quiet, d/w. rs•o, w/d ~•up, ce~ing c:cD Van Awl.en 529-5881. . ·3, A & 5 bdim houses, w/d, some 
a,mpus/w:. .. dc, 12 11"<) lea.es, Poul ~;;·!m·J~Ia;; ova,I Mar~. BRAND NEW 2 Bdrm 2 car 9~• !:ii! ~~I~~~~:'& ~~"s ti't "':r~1·e':t\~~:~~ 
Bryant Ren .457-5664. • • . - ' . "w/::opener, 621. N Mkhod, wliirlpool Poplar, 529-529d arry time. Pets OKI , - . 
~:~.~~/~~ ~~~;:-:a,king, 3,~:°~'!,~~.1! '= ti; ~-~~-5£J9.;"£tj ~;; r.,oo/mo NWLY P.EMODElEO 5 !,d,m houses, . ~::,~l.0 -rd bOJ[ ·.,,. 406 !l 
ti~~l:'siorys~?,9:0ilMoy& ~~t.:!(.•:~ii~'.&refcrences, ~~ll!M!tAv~.!7l,a.~':r~!!!. ;:::529=~52=~="=fulrec!='0::::ppo::::::frc=i:=;=~=··=pl=ease=COl=·';lll'd-BEOR--00/,-~-2-s!o:y-hou-,e-,.d-blad--,1o-'_ 
~tel!•;;,;,=• call Paul llryont LARGE 2 BDRM w/ garage on quiel areos, 5.49;0081. . . _ FALL 4 DORM wcll lep!, oir,"w/ SIU, w/d hookup, $600, A...,::able 
NICE 2•3 BORM, furn, hardwood, a/c, ;:i;:-.!',!J~•1g1.~ ':..isrud~,-t.~.•.:try .d BDRM, 2 BATH, new home, no pets, d, gorcge, quiet ncighhomocid, lg rcw, c:oll 687•2.475. . 
304 w Sycamore, $300/mo, avail on sltc, 5.41'·76~4~ $900/mo, 1265 EM St, ovoil July, yarcl, no pets, 529•3806, 684· . . . 
now,529·1820or529·35B1. C'DAI.E 1 "ED,,,.,,...'.\ for rent, 205 457·.dd05. . . . . • 59l7eves. ; ·2 & 3 BDRM HOUSES. 1'Jr, 'w/d, 
P ~..,.._,, Ali,ha 21h gas heat, mawed yard, quie1 area. 
I,~•~· =m~:J I Emerald lane S350imo+ dep relreq. toi)cd ~~Jng oi~~l.~',";,~1~~ Starn Ma). d57-A210. L ~ - T~=.'!~~,_.'. ::~6:.=·lake, 1 ~rmw/ ~~icfiJ,>;"~~ri%~".!!~~• ~t~~~~~~r~~~ts. •, 
TOWNHOUSES corpor1&owidestoro9e,nopets,ovail onrlilt Alpha'• new website lease, 529·3B06, 613.4·59l7 e,es. TWO BEDROOM, sn,;,r, pe1s; 
306 W. College, 3 bdrm,, furn/ now, $225/mo, ~l'-7.400. . http://l31.230.3d.l10/olpl,o -----,-,--,,--:----,! carpet, 0 //c; w/d, nice yaid, near 
unfom. c/a, Mat & Aug leases, 1•,•F. .., -,. H.·ou•ses . ,..,_."'"l:_·1 3 or 4 EDRM, h:m!woocl floors, w/d aOSE TO SIU, A bdim house, fum, o/ SIU, $550 mo, 457-~22.-
Cpma~- 549-480B, No pets. 110·6 _1,,....,,,,,..,~=~- too~i>.oi~,~'t~ro~_ ovoa c,cmpetcd,bigyard,froepc;ling,no 
~. a,ll .457·7782. ·· . RURAL AVA, 25 min to COole, 2 bdrm 
~---------'I C'DAIE AREA Spcidous .2 & 3 ::~~P';,,'1, ti'& ';'LJ:: IARGE 3 l\DRM. carpeted, with a/e, !=•:!~ =26'.3'ssj~ no pet., yr I NICE,2bdrm,unlum,a/c.10111ily1ype bdrm hov.es, doable closets, w/d, remodelcdhomcs,$200/perlx!rm,ref Fenced yard, in a residc.~tial location, ·-, 
neighborhood, no pcl$, now lo 8·98, carport, free rnowing/lrash; req, 1 yr lease, 529·d80B. , 351·9168 or .457-7782. . CARTERVILLE, 1 bdrm, pe,fed for qoiol j 
~
S400·S~mo, 52~-~- d :::~~!:~7:a:.~:;:: MURPHYSBORO :! BDRM House for f::' ~ 80~4 fx:lhio Furn, country ~gl!,,~:l";~s-~• $230/ j 
to' 
f,~,.Jng ocnnfcd""ale'•L~'=-.ato!,:,, "-----------' rent, new c:orpel. $360/mo, se<urity ".,.:.'.' ren 1'/l2i'" ~mpus, no • • . I ea ~• =•-· dep,c:oll6BA·5S?9or684•31A7• pets,=,.req, ease,.,u·3439 . NICETWOBDRM,fum,corpeted,, 
rec:ly!Fo,yourcopymll.457•819.d, ·· 1• c/c; w/d fod, near SfU, nice yard, 
529·2013, e-mail dui,!,@;n1metnet HOUSES AND APTS RENTAL UST OUT, Como by 4 DDRM, near SIU, remodeled, $,175/mo, call A57·AA22; 
or visit Alpha's nawwebslto lemes begin St,menerar Fall 508 W Oak lo pid< up list; ncx! lo auper, nice, coth-eclrol·. ce.ilings,. CAP.SONDAI.E 6 bdr d botl, • 
l,Hp://l 3l.230,3d.l lO/alpl,o, front door, in bcix. 529·3581. hardwood Hrs, Ill botlis, ~!d, no pebi home; walk ~ SIU; $~500/m~,": 
2 BORM, 1 Ji bath, w/d, pool, waler 6 Bedrooms .SS32/mo, 549•3973 evenings. · pets,ape:, 8/l/98,529·A360. 
· ind;=dlent loamon, privctc, peace- . 7gJ W. Cherry A OR.5 BDRM 0:...1 Moy 15,506 & 
ful, $600/mo, 5.49-0083. 
5 
Bedrooms 50A S Washingr, $650/mo+dep, 
2 BDRM, full-size w/d, d/w, private 303 E. Hester summerrotesovo .457-6193. 
fenced poSo, garden window, 2 botln; 3/4 bdrm, furn, c/o, w/d, NEW le• 
ceiling fans, paved parking, S570. 4 Bedrooms side, woU. 1oSIU, $760, h1+lcm, loll, 
457-619.4, 529·2013, Clvis El. J 19 ,32d,802 \VWolnut 207 W. FlllPLACI!; 5.49-0077. 
~.E !'~._,lg;,::.~~. Oal..511,50~203 S. Ash COUNTRY furu..iG, England Heights, 
pcn\ing, ova~ 8/15, 5.49• 1058 eve. 3 Bodrocms t~,~s'tciok".'r~· ~z 
TOWNHOUSE, 2 BDRM. garden win· ~~:~:13~,~~.i'ris ~ $1900 lo buy, 1125 Reed Slafion MHP, ta: ~~~tn":'~ !'JJ~i~n:t 306 W. c.ollege_J21 W. Walnut 68.4'5214· 
ing fmu, mini 1.-linds, small pe!S consid· 2 Bedrooms 
c.iA57-~#:•i~.819J. 32d W. Walnut, 305W. College 
1c-::P;l~~~s·::or,1 
BRECKENRIDGE APTS 2 bdrm, 
urifum, no pet,, display ): mile S a! 
keno 01151, A.r;J'•d:387 .457·7870. 
6071/2 N. Allyn 
504 S. Ash "5 
1 Bedrooms 
802 W. Walnut, .. 207 W. Oak 
Pick up RENTAL UST at_ 
306 w. c.otlege #3, 
32dWWalnui(pord,J 
; -· "Callfor.howing•. : 
S49•!100_8,110-6 pm) _ 
Sony no pets. 
WW)$.-@ 
503 N. Allyri 
408S. Ash 
2 BDRM NEAR CAMPUS & REC. 
CENTER, c/a, gas hoot, dining 
room, mowed yard, starts Moy, 
$460, 521'· 1938 e,enings or Iv 
2 BEDROOM & snJDY, new gas 
heat, quiet area, large house, 
mowed yard, slor1> Moy, $450, 
529·1938 cven:ngs or leav. mes· 
sage. 
919 W. Sycamore 
Tweedy 
4041/2 S.University 
805 1/2 S.Univcrsity 
summer 1998 
Stevenson Ar.111s 
$$50· "all ip.clusive" -
for a single room. 
Call 549-1332 or 
Stop by 600 W. · Mill 
407 W. College ,,2 
407 W. College .,3 
407 W. College =4 
202 S. Poplar #l.* 
509.S. Rawlings 4 
509 S .. Rawlings #.5 
407 W. College .,5 919 W. Sycamore 
t Hotise.s. 
604 N; Michaels 
~!xliin, a/c. shed, AVllll.5/1 b, 
$210/m 
310 S.Uraham .... 
• foclency, a/c. H20 pd. A>eilS/6, 
$~65/ln • 
1032 N. Jllichads 
3 Wrm, "1c; Nev.½1 rem:dcl,d. 
Ad 6/18, $476/m 
307L~ncla 
21::mn. ale. w/d hook-up. cv ~-
A"'"18/19, "•25/m 
613 N.Ar- . 
2 bdrm. din..~ tocm.w/d hook· • 
up, a/c,fenc - ,arrJ. shed. 
AIIOil 8/15, ~25/m . -
2101 Sunset Dr. 
3 bdrm. 1.5 ba, lg ki1, a/c, 
w/d hook-up. Avail 8/12, 
$595/m .. 
~ 
240 S. 9th SL 
3 bdrm, a/c, w/d hook-<.-p, 
Aval! 8/9, $385/m 
~ 
Lg 3 bdrm, c:ount,y sdting house, 
central air, w/d, sat dish, aor port, 
Nl!XI to Fred's Dance Barn 







· SIU APPRO\/EB 
J For Sop&omores to Grads 
VrrySpacious&Cl6n 




' 1-207S. Wail: 
457-4123 
507 S. Ash ;,,J.15 * 504S. Ash#l 334 W. Walnut .,3 409 W. College ,,1 Tweedy 
IIW;tW®PD·: 509 S. Ash #J-26 ~ 502 S. Beveridge "i • 402 1/2 W Walnut 409 W. College #3 404 S University *N 504 S. Beveridge 514S. Bevcridi,!.,2 · 404 W. Willow 500 W. College #2 * 408 S. University 
514 S. Beveridge 4 514 S. Beveridge #3° WPNMiAAI 501 W. College#] #3 503 S. University #2 300ECollege · 602 N. Carico 602 N. Carico 503 W. C.ollege #3 , 805 S. University 710 W. College 
:403 W. Elm # 1 720N.Carico 503 N. Allyn . 506S. Dixon 402. W. Walnut 305 Crestview 
403 W. Elm#4 911 Carico 408S.Ash 104 S. Forest 402 1/2 W. Walnut 308 W. Monroe 
:718 S. Forest #l 306 W. Cherry· 410S.Ash 113 S. Forest 504 W. Walnut 805 S. University 
718 S. Forest #2 311 W. Cherry#2 . 504S.A5h.,2 115 S. Forest 820 1/2 W. Walnut 402 W. Walnut 
507 1/2 S. Hays 404 W. Cherry CT. 504S.Ash,,3 120S. Forest 404 \VJ. Willo.w 
509 1/2 S. Hays 405 W. Cherry CT. 506S.A5h 303 S Forest· GP;U•tHMti!¥/UI 402 1/2 E. Hester 406 W. Cherry CT 405 S. Beveridge 511 S Forest 
406 1/2 E. Hester 408 W. Cherry CT. 502 S. Beveridge:tl 407 E. Freeman 504S.Ash;,3 
408 1/2 E. Hester 409 W. Cherry CT.· 502 S. Beveridge:t2. 40'J E.Frecman 405 S. Beveridge 
410 1/2 E. Hester 410 \Y/. Cherry CT. · 503 S. Beveridge 109Glcrivicw 502 S. Beveridge#] 
210 W. Hospira! ,,1 310W. Collcge4"2 505 S. Beveridge Hanl5 503 S. Beveridge-
210 W. Hospital .,2 310W. College"'4 506 S. Be\'eridge 503 S. Hays 505 S. Beveridge 
703 S. lllinois,,101* 500 W. College #I 507 S. &-vcrkli,'C"'l"Z::3 507 S. Hays 'i06 S. Beveridge_ 
703 S. lllinois #]02 303 S. Forest so1 s a ... ~;:,,4 509S. Hays* 508 S. Beveridge 
i03 S. Illinois #2Q] 507 1/2 S. Hays -509 S. Beveridge,, 1 511 S. Hays 514 S. Beveridge ;,2 
612 1/2 S. Logan 509 1/2 S. Hays 509S & ... uil"'C o=4"'5 513 S. Hars 606 W. Cherry 
507 1/2 W. Main #A 406 1/2 E. Hester . 514S.&·vcridl;l!"'2 · 514 S. Hays 300 E. College 
507 1/2 W. Main "'B 408 1/2 E. Hester 514 S. Beverid!!e#3 402 E. Hester *- 500 W. College "'2 
507 W. Main #2 410 E. Hester 515 S. &icridge,..2 406 E. Hester 710 W. Collepe 
400W. Oak ,,3 703 S. Illinois #202 5!5 S Bevcriilge#.5 Z0B W. Hospital ,,2 305 Crestview 
410W.Oak,,1 703 S. Illinois ,,203 911 N. Carico 210 W. Hospital ,,3 I!>tS. Forest 
410W. Oak,,2 , 611 \Y/. Kennicott 306 W. Cherry 212 W. Hospital 113 S. Forest 
410W.Oab•3 612S. Logan 405 W. Cherry 611 W. Kennicott. 120 S. Forest 
410W.Oak"'4 612 1/2 S. Logan 6D6 W. Clierry 903 S. Linden 511 S. Forest 
410 W. Oak #.5 507 1/2 W. Main B 405 W. Cherry CT. 610 S. Logm1 * Hands 
202 N. Poplar #2 .' 906 W. McDaniel · 406 W. Cherry CT. 906 \YI. McDaniel 503 S. Hays 
202 S. Poplar .,3 908 \Y/. McDaniel 407 \YI. Cherry CT . - 908 W. McDaniel 507 S. Hays 
:JOI N. Springer#] • 300 \VJ. Mill =l ,,2,,3 408 W. Cherry CT. 308 W. Monroe 509S. Hays* 
·301 N.Sprin):ler#3 300.W. Mill "4 ,.. 409 W. Cherry CT. 417- W. Monroe 511 S. Hays 
414 \VJ. Sycamore ,,.E 400 \V. Oak ,,3 410 W. Cherry CT. 400W.Oak,,2 · 513 S. Hays 
.406 S. University #2 408W.Oak 300-E. College 402W.0.1b•E 514S. Hays 
· WITH AN ASTERICK! 406 S. University "'3 5 i 1 N. Oakland 309W.Collq,'l!#ZP'3 402 W.Oak-"W 402 E. Hester * 
406 S. University 4 202 S. Poplar;:} * 309 W. College "'4 #.5 -408\XI.Oak ·. 406 E. Hester 
8051/2 S. University* 301 N. Springer#} 400 W. Cullege -"2, 501 W.Oak 208 W. Hospiml .,2 
334 W. Walnut#} 301 N. Springer .. 2 400 W. College ,,3 . 507 W.0,1k 210 W. Hospiml ,:,3 
334 W. Walnut #2 301 N. Springer ,,3 400 W. College ,..4 505 N. O.ikland 212 W. Hospital 
703 W. Walnut #E 301 N. Springer #'f 400 W. College "5: 514 N. 0,1kland · 614S. I.:oi:an 
703 W. Walnut "W .~13'-W. Sycamore .. 4{'jl W. Collt'jle #l 602 N. 0.1kl:111d 308 W. Monrnc 
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DEN.al Bol•Alro Mobllo Homos, 
~~/~hooh,p.l:'::;:J:': brund now fo~ 199£, itxtra 
poll, $570fmo, .5.!9-6598. largo 28X44 s .. ctloncds, 3 
S/.WJ.28DRMina,umry,dean,<;oiel, bdrm,, 2 full baths, super 
s£~.'!.,t~.mr• yr lease, :~~j;-t!; d!;;:t=~~;~• :~ 
MOO~NHOME. 302 Eliester needs pots. Show model avail to, 
2 !.moles, grad or older, !or iune l, \o;:
2
at 11•5· Mon•Frl, 529• 
$200 each + vhli~es, o/,:, .,.,;J, r,o • 
pell, .d57•2n4. __ I .-
1
-~~--,-_ -,.--, __ ,- -,-. .-.. -.. ,-,,,---., 
2, 3, 4 liD~ ofl 0 ,.,0_, city/we,! side 1-£ommerclal Pr?porty ..,.,; 
& rvrol locahoru, par!iclly fum, lawn . . . . • 
core, w/d hoo~-up, po"ib!e. 12 mo PROFESSIONAL IIUllDlNG AVAJL. 
lec,es, coU Paul Brycnl Rent,!, 457• next lo Driver's Uceruo S1a1ion, · 
5664. %0flod PA. pav,d parlong, $750/mo, 
2 BDRM HOUSE ava1 Aug, w/d, o/c, .l.57·819.!, 529-2013 dni1 B. 
storage shed, pell clla,..,d. $.!SO/mo, STUDENT RENTAL, 3 properties, 
CoR.5.49·2090. $1600/mo n:nl, needs minor n,poiri 
"'2-=-so-,:RM,-,--2,-·1""'/~2""blb=--1o-c-::-mpu-,,.,..lv-m·. 1 and roof. Wo, $99,000, now 
w/d, ale. d/w, ccblehoolc-up. $600/ 
1 
_$_79_.ooo_._8_12,...,·86...,...7•_89_85_ • ..,..-,--_ 
mo, ccll .d57·4078. CENlRAI. Cdole location, for busines1 
l
~._.,..._._,_=_""••-=·"'--....'-"'l "(ljc..s~ Approx 5,000 sq 11. Ph~ne 
_L.,_Mobil;.!:!~~~-}. =i~fJ~~~t\'w1rki~ 
suiie./complete facility. 5-49-0083. 
12X65 / lARGE 1·. . 1· ---.--.. -. ... ,. __ .. •·--· -- .. I 
heat~~, MJter/rroJ;i~.~~ lo~ ~PJIH#J@Q:.ij?•)§fij§•$1J: . 
o coople, $275 ,ummer, 5325 lall, r,o t. · • -,~--
pell, coll 5-49·2.401. EARN 
COME LIVE WrTH US, 2 bdrm, $750•$1500/WEEK 
cir, qui el locotion, SI 25·$475 Reise ell the money your student group 
mo, 529•2.432 or 61!.4-2663. need, by sponsoring a VISA 
WOW! S165/mo, 2 bdrm, mo:,ile ;.;'.:!':~&~~~::':~. 
home, Must see! Pe!> 01:. Oeon end There's no cb!igofion, so~ not con 
nco!I 53.4-8060. for inlannafion todcy. • 
t~:~~;~:r!, ':JJ'to~{~~- \ ;;~ eon l·800-:!23·8-d5.1 ai 95. 
Desoto 0t1 lot byfbelf, coll 867-2203. 1 .H_O_ME_TYP _ IST-S,-----
IIVE IN AFFORDABLE sl)'.le, Furn l, 2 & PC users needed. $45,000 income po· 
3bdrmhomes,c!lon:!ohlero1 .. ,wc1cr, tenliol. Coll 1-800-513·.4343 
sewer, 1ra,h pidc-t,p und lawn core fum ed. B-9501. 
w/rent, laundromot on premi,es, luU Sl500weeldypotentiolmoi~ngourcir-
; ;::;~i:,',\~;k~o: cu1ori. Free inlormotion CcO · 
Pon:, 616 E Perl.' 457·64D5. Roxanne _4t_0_·78_3_·8_27J_. ____ _ 
Mob~e Home Pork 2301 S IDinois Ave, AVON NEEDS REPS in all area,, no 
.S.49-4713. quolos, no shipping lees, coll 
1 &2 lxlrm.water.hoat&troshincl, 3 1•800•898-2866. 
:01.~1 !;1 t.>'J:;· soo-293• !!,~;.0i,';!:bt'.:,;,;!~~;.srs 
_VJ_s_lt_-=------- ·fee, lreegih, 800-940-5377. 
The Dawg Hoc.-so, EARN EXTRA CASH mo~ing cur 
the Dally Egyptian'• onllna circulars from home in your spore time, 
housing guide, at hllp:/1 noexpnecessory,freeinlarmction,CoD 
www.dailvcgvplfan.com'dasc. 1·888·892·2781. 
TOWN AND COUNTRY, 1 and 2 CRUISE SHIP & LAND TOUR 
bedroom,, furni,hed, 90, heal, JOBS Exceller.t benefill, 
cl a, no pel>, coO 5.49·¥71. World1ravel, Ask us howl 
EXTRA NICE lG 1 BDRM. lvrn, carpel, 517·32.!•3090 ex! C57.423. 
near ccmpu,, on SIU bus route, no pct>, lntornatlonal Employme10t• 549-0-491 or ¢7-0609. · 1eoch basic oo"'eriotiona! Engli,h in 
_l:N_ERG_Y_Effl_O_E_NT_LG_2_B_DRM, __ 1Jl· I=;;=.!~~~! 
bath,lvm;oorpet,c/a,nearcompuson cli •fi . Excell 
~\"t~-om'::r~~09. ~. &~~=fial. Asken~1 =i 
;:=========:;I /517]32A·312Aext.J57421. 
C'OAlE MO!lllE HOMES 1 & 2 TRAVEL EUROPE & wnRK · 
baths, 2 & 3 bdnns, lro:n $210/ Teach basic conversofia:iol English in 
mo, ask about our renl lo awn plan, Prague, Budopesl & Krob,,,. Compeli· 
~""-•ova_il_1o_sru_,ea_11_54_9'-·56_56_. _,. ~~:7K57~2~ushow!5l7• 
ke you gracluoting1 Unemp~? 
SlNGtE SlUDENT housing, 500 sq It ol leom =ell la gelling hired lost. 
space for $195/mo, indudes wotc< & GU 630-415-2.430. 
trash, no pell, 5.49•2.dOl. 
J!, =. %,~j'~;,.~ !ii~·;,1 
waler, !rash & lawn care ind, NO 
PETSI! l=se required, 5-49·3043. 
i:~~:t;.11~, furn, ale. 
985-6639, 942-7241, 937·55S1. 
1-401 C WC$! Chou!auquo, 2 bdrm, 
furn, air, notnal 90, heat, noxl lo SIU 
foundo!ion Annex, no pel>, $200/mo, 
coll 457·6047 or 529·.!503. 
P.URAl YET convenient, 2 bdrm, S225/ 
mo, waler & frosh incl, 687•1873, 
agent owrn,d. · 
NICE 1 & 2 bdrm, gos or a1l 
electric, on SIU bus JOUie, 
sorzy no pels, 5-49-8000. 
SERVING, AND HOSTING 
p_osltlons wanted at Res• 
taurant Tokyo. Apply In 
person. 218 N. llllnob 
Ave. · 
ROtrnDRIVER 
,Approx 3•.4 hours nightly, 
Sun-lhuri 
route slorb midni9hl• l am 
Pref..- senior or grod student 
lhose with 8 or 9 cm do>SCs need 
notopply 
Musi be eligible for studentworlc 
positic.~ 
Come by the Doily Egypfion at 
Comm Bldg Room 1259 to opply 
or ool1 536-3311 and loove a 
mes<oge for Cimilo!ionl 
CUTE CO%Y & COMfORTABLE 
2 bdrm mobi1e home, private or=, eosl 
ol Cdole, $255/mo, pet, OK, 687· 27f!7. • .__ _______ __, 
DESIGNi:R 2 & 3 BDRMS, decor~eo. 
r.ew furn, carpet, w/d, 3 g,eat S!U 
area,, summer & loTI from Sl20/mo 
per person. Cell Woodruff Mgmt cl 
45"7·3321. Sorry, no pets. 
BEL-AIR MOBILE HOMES 
900 E. Parle, now rerttlng for 
.summer & fall, 1, 2, and 3 
bdrms, 2 biles from campus, 
summer rotes, Mon•Frl 11 .5, 
529-1422 or after 5 pm 
529•4431. 
68.·AIRE MOBllE HOMES, 900 E 
Park. Now showing homes, 11 ·5, 
M·F. 1,2 and J bdrms, sho:!y lob, 
=ry, no pel>, 529-1422. 
BECOME A NANNY NOW!l 
San Froncisoo: 1 inl:,nt, $300 wcel:ly 
Allonta: 2 d,ildren, S250 wc,,l:ly 
llosion: l d,~d. $27 5 weel:ly 
Find aut why CHILDCREST Is 
the BEST! 
CALL NOW 1•800-937• 
6264. 
IJl AOT. 
AUTHORIZED DEALER Need, 




Jobs and Internship> avai1ol,le al 
Bel-Aire Mobile Home 1, !he 1998 a.~compus Ccreer fair, 
brcr.sd new 199lhtxfra wide /.i.o,di 31; l 99Slrom 9 o.m. • 2 
16X60'•~ front-roar bed. ,;,;;:C:t~':'i.;"!~e-
Svpar offlc, w/d, c/a, gas Chedccutthe-Websileat 
appl, now furn, cablo, no www.edu/slaffalr/ • 
pell. Shaw model avall to plac!ob,hlml Call .453-2391 
look at 11•5 Mon•Fri, 529• laranyin!ormo!ion. 
1422. _· __ . _I '------'----.......J 
lho Carbondale Parle Dislrid is o=pt-
. ing applications for tl,e part 6me yecr 
~~;~r.:•i~rdl~!:!:.0 ~~~ 
tion in recreo!io,, or rclc!ed field and 
wor1: experience in aquolics "ncl ath-
letics required. C""11icclion ln CPR, firil 
Aid, WSI, and l'aol Spa Operator pre-
lerred. &perience in_ pool operofions 
and mointenonce ii a mvsl, Pclition in· 
-~=in ~~.,',n~ 
groms; ;nd:l\~9 hirir,g .iolf, =lualion 
end budgefing. '.,oad o,ga.,izo~onol 
slill, a musl. Position requires 25 lo 30 
houri 0 ......,l,_ SenJ resun,e and mter 
letter to: Alln: Rec. Dmsion, Carbon-
dole Par'. Oi51rict, PO Box 1326, Car-
bondale. ll 62903·1326. Po,lfion be-
gins the weelc Apiil 27, 1998. EOE 
~s~ .. t~:~9~t.s~~r 
9a 15 hri/weel Mon-Fri 10:30-1 :30 
OR I-Ion, Wed & Fri 1:30-.1:30 and 
T ""' & Thuri 10:30-I :30. Piel< up. ap-tr,.:,:~~ HoO; Room 311 
COWGE PRO PAlNTERS is 
:;'ers"i:'~~~~~= 
~-~t,ii~a~9'ros: 
PlZZA COOKS & delivery drivers want-. 
ed, muslbeovailoversummer, neolap-
pearonce, apply in perscn, Quolros 
Pi=, 222W freeman. 
NOTICE OF P0Sffl0NS 
_ Engli'~f~J:che, 
Cmbondcle Community High Sthool 
Oi51ricl 165 is ow,pling ,r,,pliootions 
for the cbave posilions bi- the 1998•99 
school year. Seoondory Illinois tec:hing . 
:t.!ti~J!'!:~~:=~ 
wi:h ti-.., ability and/ or willingness lo 
coach/ 'f'OllSOr vcrious spam/ extra· 
curriailor. Appliamons ma, be pidcecl 
up at the CCH5-Ce,,trol C=p!•S Prin· 
~t:;.' gbl~ c~~;!~: 
cations and supporting motencls should 
be su!x.itted to: Mr. Steven R. Subem, 
Superintendent, Carbondale, IL 62901. 
Appt.cotlo,u will be o=,,ted until the 
po,rnon, ore filled. AN EQUAi. OP· 
FORllJNllY EMPI.OYER. 
GIANT OTY LODGE is to~ing applieo· 
tions Jo hire ceramic engineen 
~'jfi~~L'.f&".~~ who! it 
Behavior AncdyJt_ . 
TEAM Evaluation Center, Inc, a non· 
~t•cho~~n;'~~i:=~ 
cpplioont fur our e,q:,onsion of oomm~· 
nity ..,-,ices inwe,!ondcasllwme,see. 
Ouot~co:ions indude o Mosler'• de-
~f" i~=:,=~-~:,:~';,: 
--~ CaU Ms. Phitr,p< a1 {423) 622· 
0.500 !o schedule en inte,"iew on April 
6,7 ot 8 in Co,1,ondalc. . 
AG/llORTICULTURlt Student Stove Iha C,,r Doctor Mobile 
T,.>dor mowing experience needed lor . mechanic. He me~ house cclb. 
lawn & ga~en ccro; r.r time. form- .457-7984, or Mobile 525-8393, 




i 1 ·900-88-4-6700 ex! 300!'., 
$3.99/miti, 18yrs+, 
Serv-U 619·6.15-8834. household' rep,rirs; also lawn _worlr,-
houling, elc, coU 549·2090. ::================~ 
EARN A FREE CAR, 'Fmdyour special meone no,:,,11 
UNIVERSITY· .MALL 
RESTAURANT/CAFE 
ranked Tc,;» 20 In tho so; 
11; Money making, turn 
key, exc opportunity, at 
$69,000; by· ownt>r. _ Call 
351-9525. . ·' 
St. Louis ,A;rport Shur.le 
, l.wwry vcn service. 





Cov,:, le!!m • References 
DISSERTATION, THESIS 
Gicid School Appoved 
Proolrooding, Ecliting. 
WORJ>S • Parfodlyf 
457-5655 
:!~~~r~? ~ .;",:~:: 
doim«l •tuden1 lbans/ scholcr>hips you 
never lnew ei<isled. Send S16.95 plus 
S3.00 S&H lo Avalon Publishing, 93l 
W75thS1 #137, NoperviOe, IL. 60565. 
l!ASEMENT WATERPROOflNG & 
repair, mascnry/conaele war~, 
Don's 1·800-JSJ-3711. 
CERAMICTllE FlOOR 
INSTAllATION, spring special, coll 
T,m's liling 529·31.4.!, evenings. 
·FRJVATE TUlORJNG and art le=ns 
avoil,1110SI di$ciplines, experienced, coll 
Alisonot351-13n. 
LARRY'S LAWN CARE 
Free Esrimoie.. Seiving lcoo1 
area 1 o years. Call 457-0109. 
graduate de&Hroo, · CcU 1·900-285-9161 ext 7A07, 
ask m~hc>w, ~49•6182. · :$2.99/min,mustbe 18 yrs, 
1~w-,@•J•i@¥:iff!ffl'~I 
LAKELAND PTA SPRING 
Cl!JlFT FAIR, Sat Marci:: 28, 
9•4, 925 S Gfant City J;d; 






1 ·900:562-AOOD ed. 5A97 
$3.99/min 
Mustbe 18yrs 
Serv-u (619)6-45-8.434 • 
IONav; CAl.l TONJGHT 
1·900-407-7782 al. 2898 
111+, Serv-U {619) 645-843.4 
$2.99/min, 24hri. 
MEET NEW P--cOPtE 
THE FUN WAY10DAY 
1·900-.107·7782 EXT 9.410 
2.99/MIN MUST 18 YRS 
SERV·U 619·645·8.43.!. 
LOVE FINANCE HAPPINESS 
?tNEED HEI.Pn 1-900-288·8863 EXT 
2939 $3.99 per min. Musi be 18 yrs. 
Serv-U !619)685-8.43-4. 
I~--·. GHkW9~~1:111ii#BFl-l~ ... ,1.1~§§ji@:j§;~WE I · ~=-..:-.. ~~~ .~~~-~~ . . Fidelily Web Site Creators _ .. ( 
..AMA%1NGPSY.CHICS!" , Need a web 5l!e, onlifll! mume~-
15 MONEY YOUR QUESTJONt lOVEt 1 http://use~.laxvalley~/'~ily 
FIDEi.im SUCCESSt ----
CALLNOW!ll 
1-900-288·8863 x A198 
$3.99 /min, musl be 18+, 
Serv-U (619) 645-8-434. 







Over<omo Doubt & Fear 
live pe,sonolp,ychic 
1·900-288-8863 exl 9538, 
$3.99/min, 18 yrs+, 
Serv-U (619)-6.45·8834. 
THESIS MANAGEMENT SERVICES ~~~~e~ ~8'i:'.S~i 
From prtiposol to ~nol droh. Cell min, must be 18 years, · 
.457·2058 lar free cppl. Ask !or Ron. serv-U (619) 645-8.43.1. 
l~-e; 
The l.oJies cl 
. t\lpl,o Gomm~ De-lb 
Af~ 
,vould like to· 
con~rcitulote their 
fall T997 new 
initiates: 
COMICS 
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Doonr,sburJ . by Garry Trudeau 
RubllS _bJ ~igh_R,~~in•;_. Liberty Meadows by Frank Cho 
11am 
6EN X1S1l:NTIAll$M ... DINNII F012 
;LARGE PIZZA W/ 2 TOPPlNGS. 
AND CHEESE STIX 
!lother Goose and Grimm 
DailJ Crossword 
SO 3 d AHO l SDOVl 
XO ft Y Y 3 0 I 13 1 S l 
YD l ~ S d I 0 3 NO 1 Y 
A Y H l H s Hl 3 s n v o 3 a 
3 0 y is ~sun l 
s3s;3 a 3 a; Or.i 3 3 0 
sn1ni 3 U 3 n ~S~l3 
I OHO 0 J3J HIS 1 3 ',\ 
3 HY n(:l OYHO n 3 l OY 
MYO iq3 Nn HSU y H 
13A I HY HS 
l S 3 l D 0 3M 1 en o DON• 
NOS UY o 3 s n d I H Al 
33d31 Y B 3 H 3 UOY 
11 Y n S nvov HY3d 
1',-"'.•,• • ', ": r I,. •.• f ........... ., r '° • ' . • 
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Yanks happy to have Knoblauch 
WASHINGTON POST 
TAMPA, Fla. - The past few 
springs, Chuck Knoblauch has been 
a terrific player on teams that had 
little or no chancc of winning a divi-
sion championship, much less a 
World Series. His Minnesota Tuins 
were playing a game of survival, 
one of small payrolls and limited 
horizons. . 
Knoblauch entered a new world 
this spring after the Tuins traded 
him to the New York Yankees for 
four minor leaguers and $3 million. 
He walked into a clubhouse loaded 
with stars and high expectations, a 
clubho1L~ where winning is not just 
expected, it's demanded. 
"It's special here.'.' Knoblauch 
said. "You learn real quickly wh:it 
the Yankees are abouL We're play~ 
ing this spring at Legends Field, and 
that's what it feels like. We've got 
Goose Gossage, Graig Nettles, 
Mickey Rivers and guys like that 
working as coaches this spring. 
Expectations . are higher here, but 
that's the way it should be. It's kind 
of antazing when you see what has 
been assembled here. You walk 
around the clubhouse. and names 
start popping ouL" 
Knoblauch said he never wished 
for the spotlight that comes with 
playing in New York. He never 
believed he had it so bad in 
Minnesota. 
University Sunday. , 
The men are also coming off a 
spring break full of traveling and 
have had two weeks to recover. The 
Salukis' first competition outdoors. Salukis returned from St. Louis 
Coach Auld noticed Robison was with a 2-1 record, defeating Eastan 
· more comfortable playing outside, Illinois University and SL Louis 
which will make the Salukis University. 
stronger as the season continues. • The Salukis' e:tperience in 
BATTLE 
cont:nued from page 20 
--1 play better outside because! Florida was not as successful as 
feel like I am not closed in," they dropped all four. meets and 
Robison said. --1 feel like I have a retOmed home with a 2-5 spring 
bigger court to play on." break record and a 3-7 record for 
The Salukis have had two weeks the season. 
to recover from the physical and . The Salukis' biggesi disappoint-
mental stresses of traveling and ment of the week was not their 
competing throughout spring break. record but the loss of sophomore 
They hope that this weekend wiil Kyle Hen!)', who left the team for 
prepare them for conference play pc.rsonal reasons. Men's coach Brad 
beginning next weekend. lftner knows that his team wm have 
The men's team begins MVC to play its best to :ichieve his goal 
play against the University of for a top six-seed in the MVC 
Evansville today in Evansville, Ind. Tournament. 
The men meet lndi.,na University, .. A top-six seed was VCI)' possi-
Purdue University of Indianapolis ble before Kyle left," Iftner said. 
and Valparaiso University in "But the guys can either give up or 
Indianapolis Saturday. The men fin- pull together. If we pull together, we 
ish the · wee ken.~ ;gainst Butler can still do iL" · 
Qualitg {mits &veg_eta.ifes _ 
at tlie fowest pricts ) 
, 
Fresh Foods}~' 
• Bananas ..........•........ 25¢/lb • Wxillaking Potatoes ........... ;.39¢/b 
•Tomatoes .••.•••••••...•.•• 79¢/lb •CalomiaOranges .......•..•.. .!. ... .10/Sf 
• lettuce. ...................... 69¢/head • Rooan!GolJm~Applcs .•• 15¢/ca. 
COMPARE and SAVE your money!! 
Hours: Mon.• Fri. 9:00 • 6:00 Sat. 9:00 • 5:00 





Environmental mosquilo management and aquatic weed control 
contrac;tQr is now hiring over 110 seasonal personnel for a variety 
of ~s. including paid internships. Flexible day am! night 
crew,q_,eortunitics available for all majors. Excellent driving 
rec~~~rcd. Company paid training. · 
For~~ infonnation, stop in and see us .•. ; 
Jo~fafr'98 
March31, 1998 
9:0Oam- 2:00 pm 
Ci 
CLARKE 
Check out our web site at: www.cmosquilo.coin 
CLARKE ENVIRONMENTAL • 
MOSQUITO MANAGEMENT, INC. 
159 N. Garden Ave.:O P.O. Box 72197 
. Roselle, Illinois 60172. 
CALL TOLL FREE: 1·800-942·2555 CILOt.tYJ 
1·800·323-5727 (OUTSICE Ill 
INVITE 
continued from page 20 
and how successful they have been 
and what type of hiuers they 
have," Brechtelsbauer said. --we 
want Carisa for N · tthem Iowa 
because of the success she's had 
against them. It'll take a little bit of 
the load off Tracy and Carisa." 
No one could be happier for . 
Strernsterfer's return than Winters 
and sophomore pitcher Tracy 
Remspeclier. Both have been 
forced to pitch a large amount of 
innings in her absence. 
But sophomore pitchers Tracy 
Rcmspecher and Winters have 
picked up the slack. Winters has 
compiled a 0.83 ERA this season 
. while Rernspecher is off to a 4-1 




der surgery. crowd could help the team avoid 
With Strernsterfer in the lineup, another poor defensive showing. 
the Salukis are no doubt an The team committed seven 
improved team and could be sit~ errors in the two games. 
ting betterthan their 16-5-1 record . --we didn't really play good,'' 
had it not been for her injury. · C9~ell said. "Once we get: back 
"If we had her at [Florida State· home, our fans will kind of pick us 
University), we definitely would up. It should give us more confi-
have advanced farther," Winters dence." 
said. "Now that we have, I think . After a rough preseason, 
there is nothing that can stop us Brechtelsbauer said Cowell is 
from winning." 
Southeast Missouri State finally living up to her junior col-
University and St. Louis lege successes. At Rend Lake 
University are the Saluki oppo- College, she was a two-time juco 
nents Saturday in the final day of All-American. Cowell is batting 
competition. This weekend marks .340 with seven RBIs. 
SIUC's first home game since a "She struggled in the fall," 
March I win over Bradley 9.0. Brechtelsbauer said. --she's com-
, The Salul-is are coming off a 4- ing off being an All-American and 
3 win and a J-3 tie with SEMO a power hitter and driving in a lot 
Tuesday. Junior infielder Jaymie of runs. Ii's taken her a while to get 
Cowell, who hit the game-winning used the Division I level, but she's 




TOP TEN MOST 
CLUELES~ PEOPLE 
, ON EARTH. 
10. Rainforest cha.in:: 
saw operator. 
9. Millionaires•in · 
. prison. 
8: Drivers with turn 
signal perpetually 
·•.~· International Shipping Student· Discounts 7. Las Vegas iounge acts . . Japan UPS/Yamato . .!lfll:S-t,'vt,.ill . s. _Korea UPS/Korea ~press 
UPS, Alrbourne, fed Ex, DHL, EMS, Priority Mail, 
Stamps, Boxes, racking Supplies, ttallm&rk cards, Fax, 
Scenic Postcards 
·special InternationalBook. Rate 
· · 99¢ per po~nd'. m 
. 702 S. IUlnols Ave* Next t~'no .Bookstore 
. (618) 549- 1300··. 
Open 1'1·1" 9:00-5:30 
6. People who don't 
vote.• · · 
5. Non-recyclers 
4.-Javelin catcher. 
3. So~eone in express 
checkout line with 
eleven items . 
2. Chain-smoking gas 
.station attendant. . 
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Men's track heads to Alabama 
Reiays; women to ~attl'e lS~, .. 
1~{%1it~~lti~~~~iWi1i,itf:I 
~~k£te~;di'Sa"'·''~itftiri'•'••msstj 
BATTLE: Track and 
field teams to compete 
in highly competitive 
contests on road. 
CoREY CUSICK 
DAILY l:GYMlAN RF.rORTER 
SIUC sophomore long jumper 
Brad Bowers is prepared for one of 
the most difficult meets •)f the sea-
son Saturday. 
1ne SIUC men·s track and field 
team will compete in the highly 
competitive University of Alabama 
Relays in Tuscaloosa. Ala., for the 
firat time in school histoty while the 
women will stay closer to home as 
they will compete at Washington 
University in St. Louis this week-
end. 
'This will be one of the more 
challenging meets of the year." 
Bowers said ... It is going to be real-
ly. really competitive. If you can 
place in the top three in your evenL 
it will be a very good perfor-
manc.!:• 
Bowers, whose best long jump 
of the season is 24 feet 4 inches, is 
anxious to compete against some of 
the best jumpers from the 
Southeastern Conferen .. e. 
"I think it's going lo take a 26-
focter to win it," Bowers said. "If I· 
can get anywhere near that, I feel 
.. I'm in good shape to qualify for the 
NCAAs and for the conference." 
The men's team will be handi-
::appcd by the loss of three ofits top 
competitors to injuries, seniors 
Elliot Young and Neophytos 
Kalogerou and sophomore Jeraldo 
Hemy. 
Men·s coach Bill Cornell said 
his other athletes will have to com-
pete at :,. higher level to replace the 
losses. 
"With three important men 
gone, the rest of them are going to 
have to group together and come 
through," Cornell said. 
Cornell is looking forward to his 
team competing in its first-ever 
Al:ibama Relays. 
"I've never been down there 
before in 30-some years of coach-
ing," Cornell said ... I hear the foci]~ 
ities there are greaL" 
The women's track team will 
have the chance to size up it~ 
Missouri valley Conference foe 
Illinois State l!niversity at 
Washington University in SL Louis. 
The women's team will be with-
out its top high jumper and triple 
jumper junior Felicia Hill, who is 
sitting out for personal reasons. 
Wo.men 's fJ:~,ij 
coach - Don "-""'!c__'""""'""· ..... -. .... _ 
J?c:Noon_ _ be- •The SIUC 
lleves his- tear,1 , k 
can beat a solid men 5• tree 
Illinois State and field team 
team in many will compete in 
events even· the Alabama 
without Hill. Relays in 
. "~Vith JI- Tuscaloosa, 
!mots State I wh"I th 
there. they will A a., 1 ~ e 
definitely chal- women will 
Jenge us in the compete at 
sprints and hur- Washington 
dies," DeNoon University in 
,said. St. Louis this 




ners as well that will challenge us in 
some events. We beat them indoors, 
and I think we're a better outdoor 
team.•' . 
The learn is competing at 
Washingtcn to prepare for the 
tough meets ahead for the Salukis. 
"When I decided to put this meet 
on our schedule, it was a decision 
based on where I thought our team 
would be at this time," DeNoon 
said. 'The rest of our meets are 
vety competitive, so I wanted to get 
this one in." 
~:tgroup of guys \\'ho care,;lthmk;,~tlooldng·to'.extetiding their con,.' 
Predicting baseball teams finish determi...-ied 
by payroll rather than by batting average 




Baseball always has been the 
ultimate numbers sport. Its statistics 
are analyzed and overanalyzed 
more than those in any other sporL 
and its players are defined by their 
numbers. 
Hitters are judged by thdr bat-
tir.g averages and IJ1eir home run 
and RBI totals, and pitchers' perfor-
mances supposedly are summed up 
neatly by their earned run averages. 
The era of the baseball saberme-
trician has made number crunching 
evety bit as prominent as scouting 
in the game's front offices, and has 
yielded ever-more-complicated sta- Minnesota 1\vins won their second 
ti~tics such as hittrrs' on-base and World Series title in a five-year 
slugging percentages and relief span. · · 
pitchers' holds. Such s,nall~market break-
In the late 1990s, however, the throughs, though, are beginning to 
numbers that matter the most are seem like ancient history. 
those bet,·,een the dollar sign and Nowadays in baseball, you have to 
the decimtJ point. spend big to win big. 
If you had to predjct a major "The discrepancy is larger today 
league team's record based upon a than it's ever been," Detroit Tigers 
single statistic, which should you General Manager Randy Smith said 
choose? Team batting average? during spring training. .. I think I 
Team ERA? Nope. Just ask for its heard (former Thins general man-
player pa)TOII. . · ager and current Chicago Cubs 
The gulf between Lie sport's president) Andy MacPhail say it, 
have and have-not franchises is and it's true: You have to ride the 
wider than ever. In 1991, the wave. 
Nike ACG Cleara,:,ce Sal-. 
' All Conditions Geai-
Tonight! -,661-N-Bat .-Snrlm~ ~ 
~iii=iii~ · $3.75 1/211? $7:25 lb - ~ 
· :v; Martini -Night 
__ J.; assorted styles $2 ·25 
Tom Collins 
$1.75 
· ·Saturday _ • · 
. Suns of. Circumstance 
. . • ,- , _ -- · .. • _ _ Bloody Marys $2;~0 · · - . . - . . 
A.,~-=---:rv . St. Pauli Girl ~ark ·'.; Sunday ' _Live Jazz with 
H::t~' $2;25 . .· ·. :dfYl/_~'fi@:YJ Guinness ,, .. · p~s<$z:.50 Newcastle_ 
,._, •• ;:£.'t 
SCOREBOARD ~ 
MLB Spring Training 
c.ardinals o, Expos 1 
Mariners 6, Padres 4 
PostGame 
NCAA BASKETBALL 
Report says Michig?n's 
Traylor to tum professional 
University of Michigan center Robert 
Traylor plans to forego his senior season 
to enter the NBA draft, The Ann Arbo,· 
News reported Thursday. . 
Traylor, a 6-foot-8, 300-pound center':,. 
who averaged 16.2 points and 10.1 
rebounds this season, scheduled a news 
conference for 1 p.m. Friday at MUIT3y- . 
Wright High School in Detroit 
"It's a product of what we're dealing 
with today in terms of the marquee player 
going on to the next level," Michigan 
coach Brian Ellerbe told th:: newspaper. 
"But he did say that he's going to finish 
school this semester and make sure he's 
in good standing so that he's able to con-
tinue his education once he's in the pro: 
iessional ranks." -
Traylor declared himself eligible for 
the draft last April amid extensive media 
coverage of his relationship with 
Wolverines booster Ed Martin, the central 
figure in internal and NCAA investiga-
tions of the Michigan program. 
Traylor changed his mind after speak-
ing with then-coach Steve Fisher, who 
was fired in October after the investiga-
tions ?"Cvealed three minor NCAA rules 
violations. 
Texas head coach could be 
fired after ten year tenure 
Tom Penders, who has led the 
University of Texas to the NCAA 
Tournament in eight of his JO seasons, is 
out as Longhorns coach, the Associated 
Press learned Wednesday night 
Penders, under fire·since a player's 
grades were released to a local radio sta-
tion last week. is considering a job out-
side of coaching or being reassigned at 
Texas, a source close to the Longhorns 
basketball program said. 
An Austin TV station, KEYE, also 
reponed Wednesday that Penders wot.Id 
be fired or reassigned as early as Friday. 
Penders, the winningest coach in Texas 
history with a 208-110 record, said that 
if he is out, he has not heard about it 
Penders .has four years remaining on 
a five.year contract extension he . 
received last year at roughly S550,000 
per year. Texas Athletic Director Leland 
Dodds said he will not comment until 
the completion of an investigation by the 
school into the release of Texas basket-
ball player Luke Axtell's confidential 
academic progress report to an Austin 
radio station. 
Patricia Ohlendorf, vice provost and 
counsel to the president, said Wednesday 
that administration officials h::d not 
reached a conclusion to their probe, 
which is likely to be completed Friday. 
In his 10 seasons at Texas, Penders 
has had two losing teams, including a 
14-17 mark this season. On Sunday, 
assistant coach Eddie Oran took respon-
sibility for releasing Axtell's grade 
report · 
· • -Baseball:} 
CnmM SH£m/I)aify Eg}Jlliail 
CONTACT: Junior Brook Hattermann, a catcher for the Sa!ukis, lakes balling pradice 
Thursday a&emoon at the IAW Fields in preparation for the Sa!uki Invitational, which begins 
at noon today. 
Dawgs look to rebound on 
road against Northern lo:wa. • 




REPEAT: SIUC softball' team 
hope to retain their '97 first 
place finish at Saluki 
Invitational at IAW Field. 
SHANDEL: RICHARDSON 
DAILY.EoYl'TIAN REJORTER 
SIUC would love to have a repeat of 
Cari_sa Wmtcrs' perfonnance in the opening 
game of the 1997 Saluki lm·'tational. 
As a freshman, Winters threw a no-hitter 
against St Louis University in a 10-0 win to 
set the tone for the Salukis' first-place finish a 
year ago. Now, she has to tllke a back seat for 
another first-year play- ~ 
er given the challenge i 
of igniting the team. SAl!.U[(I , 
SIUC welcomed s·o FT "'tL 
back freshman pitcher ,; 
Erin Stremsterfer into Saluki lnvinitional 
the lineup ?Y n~ing v."bm,IA;:::' 
her the starting pitcher Wl,m,fri. Tem-1-l=n(mm). 
for the 1998 Saluki N.ahank>nllr,n.l 
Invitational opener ~~~-;,;;-•nn,nl. 
today at JAW Fields. srucrRuBABLEsrARTERS 
Strcmsterfer had been AF Oen Feldine~ 
o~t since. March II ~r- 321, 26 H, 3RBI WJ~:p~~: ~~tl·e 3B~ 
the University of Fr~.!75. lOH,SRBI 
Tennessee-Martin (4- 55 ~~ 
9) al noon and the So.,.227, 15 H.9RBI 
University of Northern 1B 
Iowa (6-10) al 2 p.m. . Jr~.371,26H, t6RBI 
SIUC coach fu:Y CFfe§t!M•'l\j,ffi,?J#JM 
Brechtelsbauer srud Fi:. .265, 18 H; t2RBI 
she would prefer to- lF payi:rue,r£H™8 
save Winters for con- · Jr~ .340, 17 H, 7RBI 
{ci':~e:: ~~~: 2!3Diime9ait@4~,1 
have won the So~ .236, 13 H. 7RBI 
Invitational four limes ~. @Jt.fui,!nnann) 
in the 1990s. Jr~.245, ,2!"f, 12RBI 
"We go according o~e&~•t<>;j . 
lo the teams we play So., .135, 5 H, 6RBI · 
SEE INVITE, PAGE 18 
Saluki netters prep.are £ or weekend .battles 
SHOWDOWN: This weekend· marks ::;:;.!ast Women's coach Judy Auld. 
non-conference meet r,( the sea- was pleased with the .500 record 
Womeµ slated to play son for the women's team as they and was more satisfied with the 
Memphis·, while men travel to Memphis, Tenn., to face improvements of the doubles 
the University of Memphis today. teams. Both doubles teams of 
from cur doubJes play." 
While the doubles teams 
improved, the singles play con-
tinued its strong ways as senior 
Helen Johnson became the fifth 
woman in SIUC history to claim 
100 career singles victories. 
Johnso:r. lias 101 career wins, 
leaving her third all-time for most 
career singles wins in SIUC his-
tory. Freshman Keri Crandall 
returned with a 5-1 record. · 
open MVC season. · The women continue the week- seniors Molly Card and Sanem 
end ·against Tennessee ·Tech Berksoy and juniors · Jennifer 
PAUL lNlEICI.INSKJ University · and· Belmont Robison and Maria Villareal 
DAILY EoYmAN RErolITTR University Saturday. . picked up three wins e:?Ch during 
The Salukis arc coming off an . the week. · · . 
The SIUC women's lemii~ exhausting spring break trip to "Our doubles teams have 
team will make final preparations · Chicago and· Florida, returning staited. to· c:ome around," Auld 
fo.- Missouri Valley Confen:nce. with a 3~3. record; The record said.-"It has not been as strong as 
play while the men's team begins leaves the Salukis with a 4-7 our singles have; been . .I really 
conference play today. record for the season. · want· to see more consistency 
The trip to Flond;i was the 
SEE BATTLE, PAGE 18 
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